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Equivariant CW-complexes and the orbit category

Ian Hambleton, Semra Pamuk and Ergün Yalqin*

Abstract. We give a general framework for studying G-CW complexes via the orbit category.
As an application we show that the Symmetrie group G S5 admits a finite G-CW complex
X homotopy equivalent to a sphere, with cyclic isotropy subgroups.
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1. Introduction

A good algebraic setting for studying actions of a group G with isotropy in a given
family of subgroups E is provided by the category of E-modules over the orbit
category Eg Oryr G, where E is a commutative ring with unit. This theory was
established by Bredon [6], tom Dieck [10] and Lück [20], and further developed by
many authors (see, for example, Jackowski-McClure-Oliver [17], §5, Brady-Leary-
Nucinkis [5], Symonds [34], [35], Grodal [14], Grodal-Smith [15]). In particular,
the category of EEg-modules is an abelian category with Horn and tensor produet,
and has enough projectives for Standard homological algebra.

In this paper, we will study finite group actions on spheres with non-trivial isotropy,
generalizing the approach of Swan [32] to the spherical space form problem through
periodic projective resolutions. A finite group is said to have if is the largest
integer such that G has an elementary abelian subgroup Cp x • • • x Cp of rank for
some prime /?. A rank 1 group G has periodic cohomology, and Swan showed that
this was a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a finite free G-CW
complex X, homotopy equivalent to a sphere.

The work of Adem-Smith [1] concerning free actions on produets of spheres led
to the following open problem:

Question. If G is a rank 2 finite group, does there exist a finite G-CW complex
X ~ S" with rank 1 isotropy

* Research partially supported by NSERC Discovery Grant A4000. The third author is partially supported by
TÜBiTAK-BDP and TÜBA-GEBiP/2005-16.
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If G is a finite /7-group of rank 2, then there exist orthogonal linear representations
F so that S(F) has rank 1 isotropy (see [12]). If G is not of prime power order,

representation spheres with rank 1 isotropy do not exist in general: a necessary
condition is that G has a /7-effective character for each prime /? dividing |G| (see
Theorem 47 in [18]). In Proposition 48 of [18] it is claimed that this condition is also

sufficient for an affirmative answer to the G-CW question above, but the discussion

on p. 831 of [18] does not provide a construction for X.
Our main result concerns the first non-trivial case: the permutation group G S5

of order 120, which has rank 2 but no linear action with rank 1 isotropy on any sphere,

although it does admit /7-effective characters for /? 2, 3, 5.

TheoremA. TTzeperraz/toffözzgroz/p G £5 affrazto a/zzzzto G-CTFcorapZo; X ~ S",
sz/cZz ffzotf 7^ 0 zrapZzYs ffzotf // zs <2 razzZ: 1 sz/fegroz/p 0/ 2-pmver orffer.

Remark 1.1. It is an interesting problem for future work to decide if the group
G S5 can act sraoöffzZy on S" with rank 1 isotropy.

In order to prove this result we develop further techniques over the orbit category,
which may have some independent interest. A well-known theorem of Rim [29] shows

that a module Af over the group ring ZG is projective if and only if its restriction
ReSp Af to any /7-Sylow subgroup is projective. Over the orbit category we have a

similar Statement localized at /? (see Theorem 3.9).

Theorem B. Let G ka ^zzzzto groz/p and Zet R Z(p). TTzezz an RRG-raoffz/Ze Af
/zzzv a^zn/to resoZwffcw w/Z/z respect to a/ara/Zy <9//?-.szff>gr<9n/w Z/Yzzzff o/ffy z/
zto res/rzctzozz Res^ Af Zzas a^zn/to /?rq/ecffve resoZz/ffon over any /?-SyZow sz/fegroz/p

P < G.

Remark 1.2. For modules over the group ring RG, those having finite projective
resolutions are already projective. Over the orbit category, these two properties are
distinct.

Another useful feature of homological algebra over group rings is the detection
of group cohomology by restriction to the /7-Sylow subgroups. Here is an important
concept in group cohomology (see for example [33]).

Definition 1.3. For a given prime /?, we say that a subgroup ff c G contooZs

provided that

(i) p | |G/i/|, and

(ii) whenever 2 ^ # is a /7-subgroup, and there exists g e G such that <2^ :=
g~* ög ^ then g c/z where c G Cg(Ö) and Zz G //.
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One reason for the importance of this definition is the fact that the restriction map

tf*(G;F^) -» 7/*(7/;Fp)
is an isomorphism if and only if // controls /7-fusion in G (see [25], [33]). We have
the following generalization (see Theorem 5.1) for functors of cohomological type
over the orbit category (with respect to any family 5^).

Theorem C. G Z?£ growp, Z? Zq?), ZZ < G a swZgrowp wAZcA

con/rtf/s /?-/ksZön Zn G. Z/*M Zs an X Zs a coZzoraoZog/caZ MacZey
/nnctoz; r^strZcfion map

Resg : Ext£^ (M, A0 -> Ext^ (Resg M, Resg Af)

Zs an ZxomorpZzZxm/or n ^ 0, provZded cen/raZZz^r Cg (ö) Z?-swZ?grönp

2 < //, wZz/z 0 G f, acta /rZvZaZZy 6>n M(<2) ZV(<2).

The construction of the G-CW complex X for G A5 and the proof ofTheoremA
is carried out in Section 9. We first construct finite projective chain complexes
over the orbit categories Z?Cg, with Z? Z(^), separately for the prime /? 2,3,5
dividing |G |. In each case, the isotropy family consists of the rank 1 subgroups of
2-power order in G.

The chain complexes all have the same dZraensZön /nnc/Zon (see Defini-
tion 8.2). We prescribe a non-negative function n: ,!F —> Z, with the property that

n(ZQ < n(ZZ) whenever ZZ is conjugate to a subgroup of ZG Then, by construc-
tion, each complex has the ZGhomology of an n-sphere: for each Zf e 5^, the

complexes C^(Zf) have homology ZZ; Z? only in two dimensions Z 0 and
Z n(ZQ. In other words, the complexes are algebraic versions of tom Dieck's
Zzöratffo/ry representa/Zöns ([10], ILIO).

In the case /? 2, we Start with the group ZZ A4 acting by orthogonal rota-
tions on the 2-sphere. A regulär ZZ-equivariant triangulation of an inscribed cube or
octahedron gives a finite projective chain complex over Z?Z#. Then we use Proposi-
tion 6.4, a chain complex version of Theorem C, to lift it to a finite projective complex
over Z?Fg- For /? 3 and /? 5, the /7-rank of A5 is 1, and there exists a periodic
complex over the group ring Z?G (see Swan [32], Theorem B). We Start with a peri-
odic complex over Z?G and add chain complexes to this complex, for every nontrivial
subgroup Zf e 5^, to obtain the required complex over Z?Cg-

We use the theory of algebraic Postnikov sections by Dold [11] to glue the com-
plexes together to form a finite projective ZZg chain complex (see Section 6). We

complete the chain complex construction by varying the finiteness obstruction to ob-
tain a complex of free ZZ^-modules, and then we prove a realization theorem (see
Section 8) to construct the required G-CW complex X ~ AG

Throughout the paper, a /araZZy of subgroups will always mean a collection of
subgroups which is closed under conjugation and taking subgroups. Also, unless

otherwise stated, all modules areyZmteZy generated.
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2. Modules over small categories

Our main source for the material in this section is Lück [20], §9, §17 (see also §1.10,

§1.11 in [10]). We include it here for the convenience of the reader.

Let Z? be a commutative ring. We denote the category of ZGmodules by ZGMod.
For a small category L (i.e., the objects Ob(L) of L form a set), the category of
right Z^T-modules is defined as the category of contravariant functors T -> ZGMod,
where the objects are functors Af (—): L -> ZGMod and morphisms are natural
transformations. Similarly, we dehne the category of left Z?L-modules as the category
of covariant functors ZV(—): L -> ZGMod. We denote the category of right Z?F-
modules by Mod-Z^T and the category of left Z?L-modules by Z^T-Mod.

The category of covariant or contravariant functors from a small category to an
abelian category has the structure of abelian category which is object-wise induced
from the abelian category structure on abelian groups (see [23], Chapter 9, Proposi-
tion 3.1). Hence the category of Z?L-modules is an abelian category where the notions
submodule, quotient module, kernel, image, and cokernel are defined object-wise.
The direct sum of Z?L-modules is given by taking the usual direct sum object-wise.

Example 2.1. The most important example for our applications is the orbit category
of a hnite group. Let G be a hnite group and let be a family of subgroups of G

which is closed under conjugation and taking subgroups. The orbit category Or(G)
is the category whose objects are subgroups ZZ of G or coset spaces G/ZZ of G, and

the morphisms Mor(G/ZZ, G/ZT) are given by the set of G-maps / : G/ZZ -> G/Zf.
The category Zg Or^ G is defined as the füll subcategory of Or(G) where

the objects satisfy ZZ e 3L The category of right Z?Zg-modules is the category of
contravariant functors from Or^ G to Z?-modules. A right Z?Lg-module Af is often
called a system [35]. We will sometimes denote M(G/ZZ) by M(ZZ) if the

group G is clear from the context. When ,!F {e}, Z?Lg -Mod is just the category of
left Z^G-modules and Mod-Z?Zg is just the category of right Z^G-modules.

Now, we will introduce the tensor product and Horn functors for modules over
small categories. Let T be a small category and let Af e Mod-Z^T and ZV e Z?T-
Mod. The tensor product over Z?L is given by

© M(jc) ® W(JC)/ ~
xeOb(r)
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where — is the equivalence relation defined by </9*(m) ® tz — m (8) for every
morphism </9: x -> y. For PP-modules Af and ZV, we mean by Horner (Af, ZV) the
P-module of PP- homomorphisms from Af to ZV. In other words,

HoniÄr(M,X)c 0 Hom*(M(jc), N(x))
xeOb(r)

is the submodule satisfying the relations /(x) o 49* 49* o /(y), for every morphism
x -> y. We sometimes consider a second tensor product, namely the tensor

product over P, which is defined for PP-modules Af and ZV which are both left
modules or both right modules. The tensor product Af (8)/? ZV is defined by the
formula

[M 0* X](x) M(x) 0* 7V(x)

onobjectsx G Ob(r) and on morphisms, onehas [M0/jAT](/) Af(/)0/?A/"(/).
The tensor product over PP and Horner are adjoint to each other. This can be

described in the following way:

Proposition 2.2. GZven ftvo sraaZZ categorZ^ P 2l, category o/PP-PA-
Z?Zrao<ZwZcs Zs <Zc/Znc<Z as ^Zzc category o//ancte>rs- P x A°p -> P-ZlZo<Z. For a rZgZz£

FF-rao<ZaZc Af, an FF-PA-Z?Zrao<ZnZc P, an<Z a rZgZz£ FA-rao<ZnZc ZV, onc Zzas a
nateraZ

Hom/^(ZlZ P,ZV) Horner (ZIZ, Hom/^(P, ZV)).

Proo/ See 9.21 in [20].

We will be using this isomorphism later when we are discussing induction and

restriction.

2A. Free and finitely generated modules. For a small category ZA a sequence

M' -> M -> M"

of PP-modules is exact if and only if

M'(x) -» M(x) -» M"(x)

is exact for all x G Ob(F). Recall that a module P in Mod-PF is projective if the
functor

Horner (P, —): Mod-PF —> P-Mod

is exact. For an object x G P, we define a right PP-module PP(?, x) by setting

/?r(?,x)O0 ßMor(j,x)
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for all y g Ob(r). Here, Z? Mor(y, x) denotes the free abelian group on the set of
morphisms Mor(y, x) from y to x. As a consequence of the Yoneda lemma, we have

Horner (i?r(?,x), M) =* M(x).

So, for each x G Ob(r), the module Z?T(?, x) is aprojectivemodule. When working
with modules over small categories one uses the following notion of free modules.

Definition 2.3. Let T be a small category. A Ob(T)-set is defined as a set S together
with a map >0 : —> Ob(T). We say a Z^T-module Af is free if it is isomorphic to a

module of the form

©Rr(?.«6))

for some Ob(T)-set S. A free module Z?r(S) is called finitely generated if the set

5 is finite.

Note that for every Z^T-module Af, there is a free Z^T-module Z?r(S) and a

map /: Z?r(S) -> Af such that / is surjective. We can take such a free module by
choosing a set of generators S* for the Z?-module Af(x) for each x G Ob(T), and

then taking S as the Ob(T)-set which has the property (x) S*- A free module
Z?F(S) which maps surjectively on Af is called a/ree of M. A Z^F-module is

called ./ZraYe/y generated if it has a finitely generated free cover.
It is clear from our description of free modules that an Z^F-module Af is projective

if and only if it is a direct summand of a free module. This shows that the module

category of a small category has enough projectives. We will later give a more detailed

description of projective Z^T-modules.

Example 2.4. For the orbit category T Or(G), the free modules described
above have a more specific meaning. For any subgroup Zf < G, the Z^T-module

tfr(?,G//Q is givenby

tfr(?,G//Q(G///) Mor(G/tf, G/AQ A[(G/AQ^]

where Z?[(G/ZQ^] is the free abelian group on the set of fixed points of the // action

on G/ZG Because of this, we denote the free module Z?T(?, G/ZQ by Z?[G/Zf *
].

If F is a family of subgroups, and Tg Or^- G, we obtain free Z? Tg -modules

Z?[G/Zf *] by restriction whenever Zf g 3G The Z? Tg-module Z? defined

by tf(ZZ) Z?, for all ZZ g 5^, is just the restriction to Z?Fg of the module Z?

Z?[G/G *]. This shows that the constant module Z? is projective if G G 3G More
generally, if Zf g 5^, a non-empty fixed set

(g/aq" {gA:|g-'//gc a:}^0
implies ZZ G 5^, since is closed under conjugation and taking subgroups. There-

fore, A[G/A: •](//) 0 for A/ £ whenever A: e Jf.
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2B. Induction and restriction. We now recall the definitions and terminology for
these terms presented in Lück [20], 9.15. Let F and 21 be two small categories. Given
a covariant functor F: 21 -> F, we dehne an F2l-FF-bimodule

/?(??, F(?)): 71 x r°f tf-Mod

on objects by (x, y) -> F Hom(y, F(x)). We dehne the restriction map

Resy?: Mod-FF -> Mod-F2l

as the composition with F. The induction map

Indy?: Mod-F2l -> Mod-FF

is dehned by
Indf (M)(7?) M <g>^ /?(??, F(?))

for every F2l-module M. For every right FF-module Af, the F2l-module

Horner (#(??, *"(?)). W)

F TV

is the same as the composition 21 — F — F-Mod. So, by Proposition 2.2, we can
conclude the following:

Proposition 2.5. /ndwcft'on rFstrZczfon are <2<2joZnf/nncz2>xs: /or any Ff-mo^
Af and F2l-ra6>dnZ£ Af, öftere Zs a na/nraZ ZsaraarpZzZsra

Horner(Indy? Af, Af) Hom^^(M, Resy? Af).

FZz£ Zndncdan/nncfor respecfa dZrecf swra, yZnZteZy generated, /ree, and pro/ecdve Z?nf

Zf Z.s naf exact Zn generaZ. FZze rFstrZcdan/nnctor Z.s <?xacf Z?nf d<9FS naf rFsp^cf/znZteZy

generated, /ree, ar pro/ecdve Zn generaZ.

Now we will dehne functors which are special cases of the restriction and induction
functors. Let F be a small category. For x e Ob(F), we dehne F[x] F Aut(x) to
be the group ring of the automorphism group Aut(x) and denote the category of right
F[x]-modules by Mod-F[x]. Let F* denote the füll subcategory of F with Single

object x and let F: F* -> F be the inclusion natural transformation. The restriction
functor associated to F gives a functor

Res* : Mod-FF -> Mod-F[x]

which is called the resmcdan/nncfor. This functor behaves like an evaluation map
Res^(M) M(x). In the other direction, the induction functor associated to F
gives a functor

£*: Mod-/?[x] -» Mod-/?r
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which is called the extens/ön/zmcfor. For a R[x]-module Af, we define F*(Af)(y)
Af ^ Mor(y, x) for every y g Ob(F). They form an adjoint pair: for every
R[x]-module Af and an RF-module ZV, we have

By general properties of restriction and induction, the functor Res* is exact and

F* takes projectives to projectives. In general, F* is not exact and Res* does not take

projectives to projectives. But in some special cases, we can say more. For example,
when F is free, i.e. R Mor(y, x) is a free R[x]-module for all y G F, then it is easy
to see that F* is exact [20], 16.9.

Example 2.6. In the case of an orbit category Fg Or^ G, we denote the extension
function for ü G f simply by F// and the restriction functor by Res//. In this

case, the automorphism group Aut(G///) for // G J is isomorphic to the quotient

group ZVg(Z/)///. The isomorphism ZVg (//)/// Aut(G///) is given by the

isomorphism /7 // /„ where /„(gFf) g/F*// for « g ZVg(//) (see [10],
Example 11.2). This isomorphism takes right R[x]-modules to right R[ZVg (//)///]-
modules, so given a right RF-module Af, the evaluation at // G F gives a right
Ä[Afc(tf)/tf]-module.

It is easy to see that the morphism set Mor(G/F, G///) is a free [ZVg (//)///]-set,
so Or/r G is free in the above sense ([20], Example 16.2). Therefore, the functor F//
is exact and preserves projectives, whereas Res// is exact but does not necessarily

preserve projectives. For example, the module Z[G/ G *] is free over Z Or(G) by
definition, but Res// Z[G/ G *] Z is not projective whenever ZVg (//)/// 7^ 1.

2C. Inclusion and Splitting functors. We will introducetwo more functors. These

are also special cases of induction and restriction, but they are defined through a

bimodule rather than just a natural transformation F. We first describe these functors
and then give their interpretations as restriction and induction functors.

Let F be an El-category. By this, we mean that F is a small category where every
endomorphism x ^ x is an isomorphism for all x G Ob(F). This allows us to define
a partial ordering on the set Iso(F) of isomorphism classes x of objects x in F. For

x, y G Ob(F), we say x < y if and only if Mor(x, y) 7^ 0. The El-property ensures
that x < y < x implies x y.

For each object x G F, and Af G Mod-R[x], the mc/ws/ön/imcfor,

Horner A0 ^ Hom^CM, Res* iV).

/*: Mod-R[x] -» Mod-Rr

is defined by

Af ®ä[jc] ^ Mor(y, x) if y x,
{0} if
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In the other direction, we dehne the xpZZ/t/ng/hnctor

S* : Mod-tfr -> Mod-R[x]

by *Sx(M) M(x)/M(x)s where M(x)^ is the P-submodule of Af(x) which is

generated by the images of Af(/): Af (y>) -> Af(x) for all / : x -> y with x < y
and i/j.

There is a PP-P[x]-bimodule P dehned in such a way that the inclusion functor
/je can be described as M ^ Hom^[*](i?, Af) and the Splitting functor S* is the

same as the functor Af -> Af (g)/?r 5 (see [20], p. 171, for details). So (S*, /*) is

an adjoint pair, meaning that

HomRM(S*M, X) ^ Horner (M, /,iV)

for every PP-module Af and P[x]-module ZV.

From general properties of induction and restriction, we can conclude that /* is

exact and preserves projectives. Some of the other properties of these functors are
listed in Lemma 9.31 of [20]. It is interesting to note that the composition S* o

is naturally equivalent to the identity functor. Also, the composition Py o is zero
when i/j. These are used to give a Splitting for projective PP-modules.

Theorem 2.7. P Z?£ a^mteZy generated /?rq/ecft've PP-raodwZe. PZzen

xelso(E)

Proo/ For the proof see [20], Corollary 9.40.

In the Statement, the notation ®*<Eiso(r) means that the sum is over a set of
representatives x G Ob(f) for x G Iso(P).

2D. Resolutions for PP-modules. Let P be an El-category. For a non-negative
integer Z we dehne an Z-chain c from x g Ob(P) to y g Ob(P) to be a sequence

c: x xo < xi < ••• < x/ y.

Dehne the length Z (y) of y G Ob(P) to be the largest integer Z such that there exists an
Z-chain from some x G Ob(x) to y. The Zeng^Zz Z(P) of P is max{Z(x) | x G Ob(P)}.
Given an PP-module Af, its length Z(Af) is dehned by max{Z(x) | Af(x) 7^ 0} if Af
is not the zero module and Z({0}) — 1.

We call a category Parate if Iso(P) and Mor(x, y) are hnite for all x, y G Ob(P).
Denote by m(P) the least common multiple of all the integers | Aut(x) |.

Given an PP-module Af, consider the map

0: 0 £* Res* M -> M
xelso(E)
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where for each x e Ob(T), the map 0* : R* Res* Af -> Af is the map adjoint to the

identity homomorphism. It is easy to see that 0 is surjective. Let

£M:= 0 ExReSxM
xelso(E)

and let TM denote the kernet of 0: RM -> M. Note that if x is an object with
/(x) Z(Af), then Res* *S* which also gives that

Res* 0: Res* R* Res* Af -> Res* Af

is an isomorphism. Note that this implies Z(RM) < Z(Af) which allows one to
proceed by induction and obtain the following:

Proposition 2.8. //* R zs ^zzzzte RZ-category, ^Zzezz every zzozzz^ro Af Zzas a ^zzzzte

resoZwftözz o/t/ze/orzw

0 -» £X'M -» > ££M -» £M -» M -* 0

w/ze/x £ Z(M).

Proo/ See [20], 17.13. Here M and £W £(P"'M).
From the description above it is easy to see that

££*M := 0 £/ ReSx

xelso(E)

where Res* R^M is isomorphic to a direct sum of R[x]-modules

M(c) := M(xo) 0r[xo] PMor(xi,xo) 0r[xi] ••• 0ä[x*_i] £ Mor(x, x^-O

over representatives in Ob(R) for all the chains of the form c: x < x?_i < • • • < xo
(see [20], 17.24). Note that if Tis a finite, free El-category, then the resolution given
in Proposition 2.8 will be a finite projective resolution if Af(c) is projective as an

R[x]-module for every chain c. This gives the following:

Proposition 2.9. Ler M Z?e RRg m<9<iz/Ze w/zere Tg Or^ G/br sGmeyzzzzte groz//?
G ßzzJ R w ß coraraz/ta/fix rzVzg sz/cZz ^Zzotf | G | zs zmxztzRZe z>z R. Sz/p/?6>s£ aZso ^Zzotf

M(//) zs pro/ecrfve as ßzz R-moJzzZ^ /or aZZ fl G f. TTzezz, Af Zzas a pro/ectzve
zxsoZzz/Rzzz wzYZz Zezzg^Zz Z^vs ^Zzazz or egz/aZ Z(R).

Proo/ See [20], 17.31.

In particular, if R Z(^) with | |G| and if Af is a RR-module such that

M(//) is R-torsion free for all fZ G then Af has a finite projective resolution of
length less than or equal to Z(M).
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3. The proof of Theorem B

The main result of this section is Theorem 3.9, which is an orbit category version
of a well-known result of Rim [29]. We first collect some further information about
induction and restriction for subgroups.

Let G be a finite group and let // be a subgroup of G. Given a family of subgroups
F of G, we consider the orbit categories Fg Oryr G and F// Oryr //, where
the objects of F// are orbits of // with isotropy in F// {F < // | ÄT G F}.
Let F: F// -> Fg be the functor which takes ///F to G/F and sends an //-map
/: ///F -> ///L to the induced G-map

Indg(/): G/X Gxg tf/LT -» G x# tf/L G/L

for every F, L G Ff/. Note that if / is the map which takes eF to /zL, then

Ind^ (/)(gF) g/zL. The restriction and induction functors (see Proposition 2.5)
associated to this functor gives us two adjoint functors

Res^ : Mod-Fg -> Mod-F#

and

Indg: Mod-L# -» Mod-Tg-

The restriction functor is defined as the composition with F. So, for a FFg-module
Af, we have (Res^ Af)(F) Af(F), for all F G Ff/. For the induced module we
have the following formula:

Lemma 3.1. Lef iVfeß FF//-zzz6><iz/Z£ azzd F < G. LZzezz,

(Ind£ 7V)(*) =* ©
gtf eG/tf,

wZz^re F^ g~*Fg.

Pro*?/ For a (right) FF//-module F, the induced module Ind^ F is defined as the
direct sum

© 7V(L) 7? Mor(G/X, G/L)
L<tf

modulo the relations zz ~ <^*(zz) (g) / where zz G ZV(L), / G Mor(G/F, G/L')
and </9 lnd^(0) for some 0: ///// -> ///L. Every morphism G/F -> G/L
which satisfies the condition L < // can be written as a composition </9/g where

</9: G/F^ -> G/L is induced from an //-map and /g : G/F -> G/F^ is given by
xF -> xgFF for some g G G.

This shows that every dement in the above sum is equivalent to an dement of the

form zz (8) /g where zz G F(F^) and /g : G/F -> G/F^ is as above with F^ < //.
There is one summand for each g// satisfying F^ < //.
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Note that we can also express the above formula by

(Ind& #)(*) ©
If / < RT, then the argument above can be extended to show that restriction map

is given by the coordinate-wise restriction maps ZV(RT^) -> ZV(/^). Note that if
g// G (G///)^, then g// g (G///)^. Similarly, the conjugation map

(Indg #)(*) ^ (Indg AOTO

can be described by coordinate-wise conjugation maps. From these, it is easy to see

that Ind^jr R R[G/// *]. A generalization of this argument gives the following:

Lemma 3.2 ([35], Corollary 2.12). G Z?£ growp and Z^ // Z?£ a snfegronp

o/G. Fbr every RRG-raödnZe Af, we Zzave Ind^ Res^ Af Af (g)/? R[G/// ^].

We also have the following formulas:

Lemma 3.3. G Z?e abrate gronp and Ze£ // Z?e a snfegranp ö/G.
(i) Fbr every RT < //, we Welndg £[///*-'] =* R[G/R']-

(ii) For eveo' R 5 G, we We Resg R[G/F '] =* ®^\g/// *?[#/(# n ']•

Rroa/ Part (i) follows from the fact that Ind^ Ind^ Ind^ which is a consequence
of a more general formula Ind^ Ind^/ Ind^o^'. We can prove this more general
formula by using adjointness and the formula Res^/Res^ Res^o^'. For (ii),
observe that the definition of R[G/// can be extended to dehne a RFG-module
R[*S *] for every G-set *S, by taking

for every ^ e J, where Map^G/RT, *S) denotes the set of G-maps from G/RT to
iS. For G-sets and 7\ we have an isomorphism R[(*S |_| R) *] ^ R[S *] © R[R *].
By the dehnition of restriction map, we get

(Res£/?[S'])(#/£) FMape(G/F,5) R Map# (tf/F, Resg 5).

It is easy to see that this induces an R/#-module isomorphism

(Indg "* (In4 W)

R[R-](G/R) R Mapc(G/R, 5) (3.4)

Res£R[R"] =* R[(Res£S)'].

Since

Res£(G/R) ^ [] ///(//n^R)

as G-sets, we obtain the formula given in (ii).
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Example 3.5. Let G £5 be the Symmetrie group on {1,2, 3,4, 5} and // £4
be the subgroup of symmetries that fix 5. Let C2 ((12)) and C3 ((345)). The
formula in Lemma 3.3 (ii) gives

Resg ä[G/(C2 x C3) * ] Ä[tf/C2 " ] © /?[f//«C3 " ]

where ^3 ((123)). From this expression we obtain

Ä[G/(Ca x C3)-](G/C2) ^ /WC2 Ca) S Ä^CCaJ/Cz],

as an A#(C2)/C2-module, where ZV#(C2) C2 x C2. Note that ZVg(C2)
C2 x S3 and as an A^G(C2)/C2-module R[G/(C2 x C3) *](G/ C2) is isomorphic to
R[C2 X 53/C2 X C3].

We can give a more general formula for R[G/// ^](G/ÄT) as follows:

Lemma 3.6. G Ae Gerate growp, ggJ // ggJ ÄT Ae £wg swAgrGGps g/G. TAen,

gs GG R[ZVg (//)///]-tggJGZ^

*[G/tf'](G/i/)^ ® R[Xg(//)/^(//)]

wAere ^ swra Zs Gver fAe u(//, AT) G/repre^Gto/Zves G/ÄZcGGjGgGcy CZGVS£S G/
swAgrGGps SGCA £AG£ //^ < Ä2

/Vgg/ This formula can easily be proved by first determining the orbits of ZVg(//)
action on (G//Q^ {g/f | < /f}, and then by calculating the isotropy sub-

groups for each of these orbits. A similar computation can be found in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 in [8].

Proposition 3.7. 5g^A Res^ ggJ Ind^ Gre evGct ggJ toAe prG/£c/Zv£s to pro/ert/ves.

/Vgg/ The fact that Res^ is exaet and Ind^ preserves projectives follows from
the general properties of restriction and induetion funetor associated to a natural
transformation F. The fact that Ind^ is exaet follows from the formula given in Lern-
ma 3.1. Finally, to show that Res^ takes projective to projectives, it is enough to show

it takes free modules to projective modules. An indecomposable free R^G-module
Af is of the form R[G//f^] for some A G f. By Lemma 3.3, Res^(R[G//f *])
will be projective if // D ^ is in for all ^. But this is always true
since the family is closed under conjugation and taking subgroups.

A result of Rim [29] relates projectivity over the group ring ZG to projectivity
over the /7-Sylow subgroups.
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Proposition 3.8 (Rim's theorem). Le£ G fe a yZraYe growp, ane? Af Ae a ^ZmYeZy

generale? ZG-raoeA/Ze. PAen Af Zs projecAve over ZG z/ane? onZy z/Res^ Af Zs

projecAve over ZP/e>r any /?-SyZöw swAgrow/? P < G.

Proo/ A module Af is ZG-projective if and only if Ext^(M, A) 0 for every
ZG-module A. Therefore Af is projective if and only if Z(^) Af is projective
over Z(^)G for all primes p dividing the order of G.

For any p-Sylow subgroup P < G, the permutation module P[G/P] P 0 A
splits when P Z(^). Therefore, if Af is any PG-module, Af P[G/P]
Af 0 (Af 0/? A). Since Af 0/? P[G/P] Ind^ Res^ Af, the projectivity of Af is

equivalent to the projectivity of Res^ M.

Here is an orbit category version of this result.

Theorem 3.9 (Rim's theorem for the orbit category). Le£ G Ae abrate growp ane? Ze£

Mfea PP^-moeA/Ze wAere P Z(^). Snppose tAat .F Zs a/araZZy o/ p-^wAgrowp^
Zn G. PAen Af Aas a^ZmYe pro/ecAve resoZnAon z/ane? ozzZy z/Res^ Af Aas a^zmAe

pro/ecAve resoZz/Aozz/or any p-^yZow snAgranp P o/G.

Proö/ One direction is clear since Res^ is exact and takes projectives to projectives.
For the other direction, we will give the proof by induction on the length Z(Af) of
M. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Af(Pf) is P-torsion free for all
A G f. Suppose Af is a PFg -module with Z(Af) 0. Then, we can regard Af as

an PG-module. If Res^ Af has a finite projective resolution, then Res^ Af must be

projective (see [20], p. 348). Then, by Rim's theorem, Af is a projective PG-module,
hence has finite projective length.

Now, assume Af is an PFG-module with Z(Af) s > 0. Fet

0 -> P„ -> Po -> Resp M -> 0

be a projective resolution for Res^ M. We can assume that Z(P;) ^ s for all Z. Then,
for 2 £ F with Z(<2) 5, we have

SßPj Resg Pj P (Ö).

Since Sg takes projectives to projectives, the resolution

o -> P„(ß) -* • •• -* A)(ß) -* (Res£ M)(ß) -> 0

is a finite projective resolution of (Res^ Af)(<2) Af(<2) as an P[Ap(<2)/<2]-
module. This gives that Af(<2) is projective as an P[Ap(<2)/<2]-module.

Lemma 3.10. For every /?-groz/p 2, ^Aere Zs a /?-5yZow sz/Agroz/p Po/G sz/cA £Aa£

Ap(<2) Zs /?-SyZmv sz/Agroz/p ö/Ag(<2)-
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Proo/ Let iS be a /7-Sylow subgroup of A^g(Ö), and pick a /7-Sylow subgroup P
of G containing S. Since Pp(<2) AfcCö) H P is a /7-subgroup of Pg(Ö)> we
have |iVp(ö)| < |S|. But < P and < Pg(Ö) implies < Pp(<2). Therefore
S Wp(ß).

We can assume P is a /7-Sylow subgroup which has this property. Then, by the

/7-local version of Rim's theorem, we can conclude that Af(<2) is projective as an

P[Pg(Ö)/ö]-module. Now, consider the map

(Vg): © Pg o Resg Af -> Af
öelso(ro), /(ß)=s

where^g : PgoResg Af -> Af isthemapadjointtotheidentitymapid: Resg Af ->
Resg Af. For every P e P with /(P) s, the induced map is an isomor-

phism. This is because

(Pg o Resg Af)(P) Resjv Pg Resg Af SpPg Resg Af Af(P)

if P is conjugate to 2 and zero otherwise. So, we have /(coker t/t) < s. Therefore,
there is a finitely generated projective PPG-module P with /(P) < x, and a map
ar: P -> Af such that ^ 0 ar is surjective. If P is the kernet of ^ 0 ar, we get an

exact sequence of PPg-modules

0 £go Resg M -> M -> 0

Ö^IsoCTG), /(Ö)=.S

where the middle term is projective as an PPG-module, and /(P) < s. Note that

ReSp P must have a finite projective resolution by Lemma 11.6 of [20]. So, by
induction, P has a finite projective resolution, and hence Af has a finite projective
resolution as well.

Remark 3.11. The inductive argument we use in the above proof is similar to the

argument used by Lück to prove Proposition 17.31 in [20]. By this result, any module
Af over a finite El-category P which has a finite projective resolution, admits a

resolution of length ^ /(Af) provided that Af(x) is P-projective for all x e Ob(P).

It is not clear to us how to generalize Theorem 3.9 to integer coefficients. For
P Z(^), the following example shows that the result does not hold for an arbitrary
family P.

Example 3.12. Let G £5 and P Z(2) and take P as the family of all 2-sub-

groups and 3-subgroups in G. Consider the PPG-module Af P[G/(C2 x C3V]
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where C2 and C3 are as in Example 3.5. It is clear that the restriction of M to a 2-

Sylow subgroup is projective (since its restriction to // S4 is already projective),
but Af does not have a finite projective resolution as an PT^-module.

To see this, suppose that Af has a finite projective resolution P —M. Then,
P(C*3) will be a finite projective resolution for A/XC3) over (^3)/ C3]. This is

because C3 ((123)) is a maximal subgroup in 5^. This implies

M(Cs) ^ x C2/C3 x Ca] Ä[Ca]

is projective as an P[AG(C3)/C3]-module. But,

ä[^Vg(C3)/C3] ä[53 X C2/C3] Ä[Ca X Ca],

and it is clear that P[C2] is not projective as an P[C2 x C2]-module. So, Af does not
have a finite projective resolution.

On the other hand, the following holds for modules over orbit categories:

Proposition 3.13. Let G Z?£ G^zzzz'te groz/p, gzz<Z .P Z?£ G/Graz'Zy g/swigroMps tf/G.
77zen, g ZTg-^öJwZ^ Af Zzgs G^zzzz'te pro/ectzve resGZzz/ZGzz z/gzz<Z GzzZy z/Z(^) (g)^ Af
Zzgs Gerate pro/ec/zve resGZzz/ZGzz Gver Z(^)Tg, /tfr ßZZ /? dzvzVZzng GzrZ^r

o/G.

The proof of this Statement follows from Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 in the next
section. We end this section with some corollaries of Theorem 3.9.

Corollary 3.14. Let G Z?£ Gerate groz/p gzz<Z P Z(^). SzzppGse £Zzg£ .P zs G/Graz'Zy

0//?-sz/Z?grGzzps. 77zen, P[G/// *] Zzgs G^zzzz'te pro/ec/zve resGZzz/ZGzz Gver P/g z/g
/?-Sy/GW sz/Zzgroz/p G/// zs zzzcZZZ^J Z>Z JE.

PrGG/ Ifa/z-Sylow subgroupof//isin thenResp P[G/// *] isafreeP/>-mod-
ule for any P g Syl^(G). So, by Theorem 3.9, it has a finite projective resolution.

As a special case of this corollary, we obtain the following known result (see (6.8)
in [4], [35] (2.5 and p. 296), [17], [14]).

Corollary 3.15. G Z?£ Gerate groz/p gzz<ZP Z(^). 77zen, P ZzgsG^zzzz'tepro/ectzve
r^GZzz^zGzz Gver PPG re/G/zve £G ^Zze/Graz'Zy G/GZZ /z-^wZzgrGwp^ G/G.

PrGG/ This follows from P P[G/G *].
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4. Mackey structures on Ext^^ (M, TV)

The notation and results of the previous sections will now be used to establish some
structural and computational facts about the Ext-groups over the orbit category. Our
main sources are Cartan-Eilenberg [7] and tomDieck [10], §11.9 (see also [17], [14]).

We have seen that the category of right TT-modules has enough projectives to
dehne the bifunctor

Ext^(M,A0 # * (Horner (P,A0)

via any projective resolution P —Af (see [20], Chapter III, §17, [23], Chapter III.6).
The following property is also useful (see Lück [20], 17.21).

Lemma 4.1. TjfT

ExtJ^(£*M, TV) Ext* ^(M, Res* X).

/Vgg/ Take a projective resolution P of M. Since T is free, the extension functor
T* is exact [20], 16.9. In addition, T* preserves projectives and is adjoint to the
restriction functor Res* by Proposition 2.5. Therefore

> -> -> -» -> 0

is a projective resolution of T*M, and applying Horn over the orbit category gives

ExtV(£*M, TV) //"(Horner(£*P, TV))

7/" (HomRM(P, Res* TV)) Ext(M, Res* TV).

In the rest of this section, we assume that Tg Oryr G for a hnite group G,
where T is a family of subgroups in G. Note that Tg is both hnite and free as an

El-category. If there are two groups // < G, we use the notations Tg Oryr G

for the orbit category with respect to the family T, and T# Oryr // for the orbit
category with respect to the family T# {//DT|TgT}.

Proposition 4.2. Af and Af Z?£ Zwg ZTG-mGzZwZes, nTere M(//) Zs Z-tors/on
/ree/br gZZ // G T. TZz^n/or every « > Z(Af), zZze grow/xs ExtJ^ (Af, Af) Grumte
ßfe^ZZßn, eyponenZ zZ/vzVZ/ng sorae g/ |G |.

/Vgg/ This follows from the Lemma 4.1, Proposition 2.8, and the corresponding
result for modules over hnite groups.

Note that the Ext-groups in lower dimensions are not hnite in general. But, it is

still true in all dimensions that the Ext-groups over ZTg vanish if and only if they
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vanish over Z^Fg, for all primes /?. To see this, we note that tensoring over Z with
Z(^) preserves exactness, and hence

AT) Z(p) Ext^^CM ®z Z(^), Af ®z Z(^)). (4.3)

We also have the following:

Proposition 4.4. ZW anff ZV Z?£ ftvo ZTg-^öJwZ^^, wffere ZW(//) Zs Z-forsZ<9n/r££

/or ß/Z ff G F. rff^n,/or every « > /(ZW), ffzere Zs an ZsoraorpffZ^ra

AT) ^ Ext2^j-g(Mp, A/p)

Pl|G|

wffere ZW^ Z(^) 0z ZW anff ZVp Z(^) 0z ZV.

Proo/ From Proposition 4.2 we know that ExtJ^ (ZW, ZV) is a finite abelian group
with exponent dividing some power of | G |, when « > Z (ZW). Now the flatness of Z(^)
over Z implies as above that ExtJ^ (ZW, ZV) is the direct sum of its /7-localizations,
for all /? | |G|. We then apply the isomorphism (4.3).

To complete the proof of Proposition 3.13, we also need the following Standard

result in homological algebra (see [7], Chapter VI, 2.1, for the case of modules over
rings):

Proposition 4.5. A ngfe Z?Z~G-^tfffw/£ ZW affraZfa abrate pro/ecrfve restfZw/Zon z/anff
on/y an Znteger 5= 0 sz/cff ffzotf Ext^^ (ZW, ZV) 0, /or ßZZ /z > £o

anff ßZZ ngfe ZV.

Proo/ If ZW admitsa finiteprojectiveresolution oflength/:, thenExt^^, (ZW, ZV) 0

for > /: and any Z^TG-module ZV. Conversely, if Ext^^ (ZW, ZV) 0 for /z > £o

and any ZV, then consider the kernel of the boundary map 3^ : -> Pm-i in
the projective resolution P of ZW. It follows that

Ext)^ (Z„, AT) ^ Ext+? (m, W) 0

for any Z^TG-module ZV, provided m + 2 > o, and so is projective if we take

m £o — 1. This gives a finite projective resolution of length £o over Z?/^.

We now recall the definition of a Mackey functor (following Dress [13]). Let G

be a finite group and £)(G) denote the Dress category of finite G-sets and G-maps.
A bivariant functor

M <D(G) -* tf-Mod

consists of a contravariant functor

M* : <£>(G) - fl-Mod
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and a covariant functor
M* : £>(G) -> R-Mod.

The functors are assumed to coincide on objects. Therefore, we write M(S)
Af*(S) Af*(S) for a finite G-set *S. If / : -> D is a morphism, we often use
the notation /* M*(/) and /* M*(/). If 5 G/7/ and F G/ÄT with
ZZ < Zif and /: G/// -> G/Zf is given by /(eZZ) eZf, then we use the notation

/* Indf and /* Resf.

Definition 4.6 (Dress [13]). A bivariant functor is called a MacZey/hnctor if it has

the following properties:

(Ml) For each pullback diagram

of finite G-sets, we have /i*o^=fo /*.
(M2) The two embeddings aS —> aS | | 7" <— D into the disjoint union define an

isomorphism M*(S |J O M*(S) © M*(F)-

Remark 4.7. There is a functor Or(G) -> <Z)(G) defined on objects by ZZ i-^ G/ZZ
for every subgroup ZZ < G, and as the identity on morphism sets. By composition,
any contravariant functor <Z)(G) -> ZGMod gives a right Z?Dg-module, with respect
to any given family of subgroups of G.

In the Statement of Theorem 4.11 we will use the examples Z?[S *]: <Z)(G) ->
R-Mod, defined in (3.4) for any finite G-set 5".

The following example and lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.9.

Example 4.8. Let <2 £ .-F and let F be a right Z?[IFg (ö)]-module, where Fg (<2)

Ag(Ö)/Ö. Then we define a bivariant functor Dg (F): <Z)(G) -> ZGModon objects
by setting

Z)ß(F)(S) HomÄ[^(ß)](Ä[S®], K)

for any finite G-set iS. ForanyG-map /: S -> D wehavea lFG(<2)-map/^: ->
which induces a homomorphism

/* : Hom«[^(ö)](R[rÖ], F) -> HomÄ[^(ß)](tf P®], F)

by composition. To define the covariant map /*, let ^: Z?[S^] -> F be an

Z?[IFg(ö)]-homomorphism, and define /*(</9s) by

/*(<Fs)(0 <pr(0 XI ^00
sesß,/(*)=?
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It is not hard to verify that Z)g(F) is actually a Mackey functor. The axiom (Ml)
follows because the 2-fixed sets in a pull-back diagram of G-sets give again a pull-
back diagram. The axiom (M2) is immediate.

Definition 4.9. For any i^TG-module Af, we dehne ZW £ß.Iso(/G)£ßWö))
and dehne y : Af —ZW as the direct sum of the adjoints of id: A^(<2) Af(2)> for
each 2 £ Iso(/g). Let CAf denote the cokernel of y. For Z > 0, dehne inductively
C^Af Af and C*W C(C^~* Af), together with the induced maps -> Z)C^.

Here is a dual construction to the E-resolution given in [20], 17.13.

Lemma 4.10. For ony AZg-^<?<7wZ£ Af, tÄeyZmte Zeng^Zz segwence

0 -> W £ ZW -> DCiV -> Z)C"JV -> 0

Zs rm coresoZwft'orc o/M<zcZey /nnctors, /or sorae m > 0.

Proo/ For any /?Zg-module Af, the map 7 : AT —ZW dehned above is injective,
so we have a short exact sequence

0 -> TV £ zw -> ctv -> 0.

Iterating the above process, we obtain

0 -» CN -* DC7V -» -» 0

and so on. By splicing, we get an exact sequence, or coresolution:

0^ W £ ZW -> Z)CiV -> Z)C*~W -> Z)C*W

When Af is a AZG-module of a hnite length, which is the case in our Situation, this
coresolution has a hnite length. To check this, we use the dehnition of Z)g(F) in
Example 4.8 to get

DßOO(tf) Hom*[*fc(ß)](Ä[(G/*)ß], V>

for any /?[H^g( 2)]-Module F. ThereforeZ)g(F)(AT) isonlynonzerofor (2) < (Ff),
and at (2) (AT) the A[H^g (AT)]-module Z)g(F)(Af) is isomorphic to F, via the

isomorphism Hg (2) Hg (AT) induced by conjugation. This shows that the length
of the module Af is properly smaller than the length of Af for all Z > 1.

We will prove Theorem 5.1 by showing that // i-> Ext^j. (M, Af) has a coho-

mological Mackey functor structure which is conjugation invariant. First we describe
the Mackey functor structure on Horner? (Af, Af).
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Theorem 4.11. Fbr <2 ngfe FFc-mö^z/Ze Af and a Afacfey/nncfor TV, Z^

Horner, (Af, TV): <£>(G) —> F-Afad

denate dze/nnct/an dq/nzed Zry aS i-> Hom^^ (Af (g)/? i?[S *], TV)/or any^mte G-s££
aS. 77zen Hom^^(M, TV) ZnZzenYs a Afacfey/nncfor s/rnctnre.

Proo/ We first define the induction and restriction maps to see that Horner? (Af, TV)

is a bifunctor. For / : S -> F a G-map, the resfncdön map

/*: Hom*/v(M /?[r'],W) -^Hom^CM /?[S*],W)

is the composition with Af Ä[5 •] M i?[T *] where / denotes is the
linear extension of the map induced by /. Since the functors i?[S * ] satisfy axiom
(M2), so does Horner? (Af, TV).

For /: 5 ^ F a G-map, we define the mdwcrion map

/* : Hom^/^, (Af (g)/? F[aS ' ], TV) —> Hom^/^, (Af (g)/? F[F* ], TV)

in the following way: let ^5 : Af (g)/? F[aS *] -> TV be given. We will describe the

homomorphism ^7* /*(<FsO-

prOOC*®«) F.(ps(I/)(F*(*)0j8))
for x G Af (F) and a: F -> F, where G, /3 and F are given by the pull-back

It is easy to check that this formula for </9;r gives an FFg -homomorphism, using the

assumption that TV is a Mackey functor.
We need to check axiom (Ml) for Florn/^ (Af, TV). For a given pull-back Square

we need to show that Zz*og* £*0 /*. Let y: F
the extended pull-back diagram

F be any G-map, and consider

t/ X
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The maps a ioy and /3 g o 5 may be used to compute /*(^s) as above, and

the left-hand Square may be used to compute A*.
For any element : Af <g)/* i?[S * ] -> A, we have

(fc* o /*(<?$)) (Y)(x <8> y) (/*(<jPs) ° (id ® F0)(V)(x ® y)

/*(<?>,s)(V)C* <8> (A: o y))

F*(<^(t/)(F*(x)®(goS))

for any x G Af(F) and y: F -^7. On the other hand,

(A. o g*(^))X)(x ® y) F*((gVs)(G)(F*(*) ® 5))

f,(?s(IO(F'W0(goJ))
for any x G Af(F) and y: F -> 7, so the formula (Ml) is verified.

As an immediate consequence, for any subgroup// < A the G-map / : G/// ->
G/A induces a restriction map

Res^ : Hom/?/y (Af, A) —> Horner// (Af, A)

defined as the composition of the map

/*: Homere ®ä F[G/AT'], AF) —> Hornj)^ (M ®* Ä[G/tf *],AF)

with the 'Shapiro' isomorphisms:

Hom^r^, (Af 0/? P[G/// '], A) Hom^/y^ (Af, A)

and

Hom^/y, (Af 0/? P[G/A ' ], A) Hom^/y.(Af, A)
given by Corollary 2.12 of [35] and the adjointness property (compare [2], Lern-
ma 2.8.4). Similarly, we have the induction map

Ind£ : Homsrg (M, AF) -» Hom«^ (M, AF)

defined by composing the Shapiro isomorphisms with /*.

Remark 4.12. Since Res^ preserves projectives, we see that P (8)/? P[G/// *] is

projective over PPg whenever P is projective over PPg (check the categorical
lifting property directly or apply Lemma 3.2).

Proposition 4.13. Cfea cAa/n corap/ex o/ngfe PFG-ra<9<iwZ£s and A Ae a
MacA<?y /nnctor: PA<?n, cocAa/n compZ^x

C* Horner? (C, AF)

wzYA dze dzjf/erendaZ 5: F[om/?/y (C/, A) -> F[om/?/y (C/ +1, A) g/ven Ay 5(</9) </9 o 3

Zs a cocAaZn compZ^x 0/MacA<?y /nnctoxs.
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Proo/ We have seen that each C* Hom^ (C/, Af) is a Mackey functor by Theo-

rem 4.11. We just need to show that the coboundary maps are Mackey functor maps.
Given / : S -> T we need to show the following diagram commutes:

HomÄre(0 ®*[Sq,A0—^ Hörnte(O + i

/* /. /*
$7"

/.

Hom^G (Q 0 F[F •'], X) —^ Hörnte (Q+i

The proof of commutativity for /* is easy. In this case, it follows from the commu-
tativity of the following diagram:

Cj

id<S>/
Cj+i 0F[S*]

id<8>/

Cj + 1

For /* we check the commutativity directly: let : Q
i^TG-map. For x g C;+i(T) ander F -> 7\ wehave

Af be an

[(Sr o /*)<Ps](* ® «) (/*^s)(9* ® «)

F*[<ps(F*(9x)0,ß)]

where

on the other hand,

[(/* ° <5s)<Ps](* ® «) F*[(<5s<ps)(F*(x) 0 ß)]

F*[<Fs o (9 0 id)(F*(x) 0 )S)]

F.fo>s(3F*(jc)0j8)]

since 3F* F*3, we are done.

Corollary 4.14. M Z?e an i^TG-raexinZe ond Af Z?e o Mocfey/nncto?: TTzen,

Ext^(M,7V)
Zzos o Moc£ey/nnctor s/rnctore. As <2 Moc£ey/nnctor Ext^^(M, Af) Zs egnoZ to ^Zze

ZzoraoZogy o/TZze cocZzoZn corapZex o/Moc£ey/nnctors Hom/?/^(P, Af) wZzere P Zs o

pro/ec/fve resoZn/ron o/M os on i?TG-rao<inZ£.
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ZVgg/ To compute the Ext-groups, note that aS i—> P (g)/? Z?[S*] is a projective
resolution of the module S i-> Af (g)/? Z?[S *], for every finite G-set S.

Remark 4.15. It follows that a version of the Eckmann-Shapiro isomorphism

Ext^ (M 0 Ä[G/tf ' ], TV) Ext^ (Resg M, Resg TV)

holds for the Ext-groups over the orbit category (compare [2], 2.8.4).

Remark 4.16. If TV is a Green module over a Green ring then the Mackey functor

Ext^(M, ZV) also inherits a Green module structure over The basic formula is

a pairing

#(S) X Horner? (M 0« R[S • ], TV) -> Horner, (M 0r ä[5 " ], TV)

induced by the Green module pairing ^xiV^iV. For any z g ^(S), x G Af(F),
and a: F -> S, we dehne

(z • <ps)(E)(x 0 a) a*(z) • ^s(E)(x 0 a)

for any <^s(F): Af(F) (g)/? Z? Mor(S, F) -> ZV(F). The check that this pairing gives
a Green module structure is left to the reader.

5. The proof of Theorem C

The main purpose of this section to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. G abrate growp, Z? Z(^), F Z?£ a/araZ/y
Zn G. Swppose ZZ < G /^-/ksZon m G. TZzen,

Resg : ExtV<y (M, TV) -> Ext^„ (Resg M, Resg TV)

Zs an Zsoraorp/zZsra /or n ^ 0, provZded Af Zs an an<i ZV Zs a
cö/zöraö/ögZcaZ ZlZacZey/nnctor sa/zs/yZng cön<ZZ/Zön Cg(<2) /WvZaZZy 6>n

ZV(<2) an<i M(<2)/ör a/Z /j-snZgrönps 2 —
wZ*Ä ö ^

Certain Mackey functors (called cö/zöraö/ögZcaZ) are computable by restriction to
the /7-Sylow subgroups and the conjugation action of G (see [7], Chapter XII, §10,

[19]).
If // < G is a subgroup, and n g ZVg(ZZ) then the G-map /: G/// -> G///

dehned by /(eZZ) flZZ has an associated conjugation homomorphism c„(/z)
n~*/zn G ZZ, for all /z g //. For an arbitrary Z?Fg-module Af, the induced maps /*
need not be the identity on M(G/ZZ) even if id (e.g. if n G Cg(Z/)).
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Definition 5.2. We say a Mackey functor is cßZzßraßZßg/cßZ (over 5^) if

Ind^ Res^(w) | A: A| • w

for all ß G M(A), and all // < A (for all A g .A). An R AG-module Af with respect
to a family .A is called cßßjßgßZ/ßß /nvßn'ßnZ if Cg(2) acts trivially on Af(2) for
all 2 ^ A Mackey functor is called cßß/ßgßZ/ßß /nvßn'ßnZ if it is conjugation
invariant as a functor over the corresponding orbit category.

The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.9.

Lemma 5.3. L^Z 0 G f ßßd Z^Z f ngZzZ R[fkg(2)]-m6><iwZ^. //".A A ß/ßra/Zy
ß//?-sßZ?grßß/zs, ßßd R F^, zZzen Z)g(F): £)(G) -> R-Mßd A ß cßZzßraßZßg/cßZ

Mßcfey/hncZßr ßver 3L Tjf Cg(2) ^cZs Znv/ßZZy on F, zZzen Z)g(F) A cßßjßgßZ/ßß
Znvßn'ßnZ.

Rrßß/ Since all subgroups in .A are /7-groups, for the first part we only need to show
that the composite Ind^ Res^(ß) /? • ß, for A G .A and // < ^ a normal of
index /?.

Let / : G/// -> G/A be the G-map given by g// i-> gA. Consider the induced

map /ß; (G/tf)® -» (G/£)®. Take f e (G/tf)ß. If there isnos e (G/tf)®
such that /(y) Z, then the transfer is trivially zero. Suppose that there is at least one
element s g// which is fixed by 2 and maps to Z gA. Let be coset

representatives of // in A. Since Zy normalizes //, the element g/y// G (G///)^
for each A Therefore, there are exactly /? different x G (G///)^ that map to Z. It
follows that /* o /* is multiplication by /?, as required. Since we are working here

over the finite field F^, all the composites /* o /* 0.

We now show that Z)g(F) is conjugation invariant if Cg(2) acts trivially on F.
In other words, we claim that for all ÄT G .A, the centralizer Cg(A) acts trivially on

Hom^[^(g)](R[G/^f]^, F). Consider the way the action is defined: letc G Cg(A)
and<p: Ä[G/Ä-]Ö -> Kbean Ä[Wb(ß)]-map. Then (c<p)(g/Q ^(gcX). Onthe
other hand since gA G (G/A)^, we have 2^ < A. So, c centralizes 2^- This

means gßg~* centralizes 2 and hence acts trivially on F. This gives

<K.?cV> <p(gcg~VV> gcg"V(gX) <K,?V).

Therefore (c<^)(gA) ^>(gA) for all gA. This shows that c G Cg(A) acts as the

identity on Hom^[^(g)](R[G/^f]^, F).

The cohomological and conjugation properties are inherited by the Ext-functors.

Proposition 5.4. L^Z Af ßßd A Z?£ RFG-moJwZ^x re/ßZzve Zß sßrae/ßra/Zy 3L

(i) //* A Aß cßZzßraßZßg/cßZ MßcAey /ßßcZßr ßver 3% zZz^ß Ext^^(M, A) A ß cß-
ZzßraßZßg/cßZ Mßcfey/ßßcZßr ßver ßZZ sßZ?grßß/?s // < G.
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(ii) //Fg^Zz Af zzzzd TV zzre cGzzjz/g<2/F>zz zzzvzznVzzz^wzYZz respecf fo F, rfzen Ext^^ (Af, TV)
z*5 CGzzjz/gzz/ZGzz zzzvzznVzzz^ wzYZz respec/" zzZZ sz/Zzgroz/ps // < G.

Proo/ We have seen that for / : S -> F, the induced maps

/*
Hom^rG (M 0 Ä[S * ], W) ~—Homere (M 0 F[F '], F)

/*
satisfy the property that

[(/* ° />r](F)(x 0 «) F*[/*(^r)(F)(F*(*) 0 /3)]

F*[?r(G)(F*(x)®(/°/0)]
F*[<pr(£/)(F*(x)0(aoF))]
(F* o F*)[^r(F)(x 0 a)]

for all x G M(T) and a: F -> F. In the last equality we used the invariance of </9;r

with respect to the G-map F: C7 -> F (our notation comes from the definition of
/* above). Hence, if /: G/// -> G/F and F* o F* is multiplication by |F: //|
(this follows from a count of double cosets), then /* o /* is also multiplication by
|F: tf|.

Let Af and TV be conjugation invariant right FFg -modules, and let P be a pro-
jective resolution of Af over FFg. To show that Ext^(M, TV) is conjugation in-
variant, it is enough to show that the chain map induced by the conjugation action on

Hom/^ (P> AO is homotopy equivalent to the identity. We remark that the action of
an dement c G Cg (//) gives an automorphism F • Or^ # and induces

an FF#-module chain map P(F) • Res^(P) -> Res^(P).
If /: G/// -> G/// is given by e// i-> c// where c G Cg(//), then for each

degree Z,

/,*: Hom^C^ 0 *[G/tf *], W)- 0Ä[G/f/*],W)
is given by

/,'(fs)(^(x8«) <Fs(^)(x 0 / oa)
where G///, x G F/G), and a: G -> G/// is a G-map. In other words,

/* Hom^^ (Aj, id), where A^ (x (g) a) x (g) / o a defines a chain map

A: P 0 F[G/// ' ] -> P 0 F[G/// ' ].

Wemay assumethat G G/FwithF g F. Leta(eF) g/F The conjugation
action of c G Cg(//) on Af(G) or TV(G) is given by the G-map F: G/F -> G/F,
where F(eF) gcg~*F and/oa ofoF. We remark that z := gcg~* g Cg(F),
since F c and that P*(F) P(/z)(F). Notice that

/,>s)(G)(x <0 a) (<^(G)(x • F;(F)-i 0 a)) • W*(F),
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showing that the maps /f* are just given by the natural action maps of c on the domain
and ränge of the Horn. Now observe that

P(A): Rcsf (P) ^ Resf(P)

is a chain map lifting Res^(M) -> Res^(M). Since Af is conjugation
invariant, it follows that P(<G) — id by uniqueness (up to chain homotopy) of lifting
in projective resolutions. Therefore Ai := lo (P*(F) (8) id) ~ A, and /* ~
Hom(Ai, id). But for all x G P; (C/), we have

Hom(Ai,id)(^)(I/)(x®a) /°«) (<Ps(I/)(*0a))-W*(F).

and hence /*(^s) ~ <^s, by the conjugation invariance of AP

Definition 5.5. For any subgroup // < G, and any PFG-modules M and Af, an

dement ar G Ext^^ (Af, Af) is called staAZe with respect to G provided that

for any g g G. The map is the induced map /* where /: G/// -> G/^// is the

G-map given by x// -> xg~*(g//g~*).

Theorem 5.6. P Z(^) and G Ae abrate gronp. Fbr a ngA* PPG-raadnZe Af
and a caAaraaZag/caZ MacAey/nnctor Af: £)(G) -> P-Mad, *Ae restfncdon map

Resp : Ext^ (M, X) -> Ext]^ (M, /V)

Zs an ZsomorpA/sm /ar n ^ 0 anto *Ae staAZe eZemenfa, /ar any /?-SyZow snAgranp
P < G.

Praa/ By Proposition 5.4 (i), ExFj^(M, Af) is a cohomological Mackey functor.
Now the result follows (as in [33], 2.2) from the stable dement method of Cartan and

Eilenberg [7], Chapter XII, 10.1.

Remark 5.7. Note that since Ext^^(M, Af) is a cohomological Mackey functor, it
is a Green module over the trivial module P, considered as a Green ring by defining
Ind^ : P(G///) -> P(G/PT) to be multiplication by |PT : //| (see Example 2.9 in
[19]). It follows that Ext^^(M, Af) is computable in the sense of Dress in terms of
the /7-Sylow subgroups (see Example 5.10 in [16]).

TAe praa/q/TAearera 5.1. Let P Z(^) and G be a finite group. Let // < G be

a subgroup which controls /7-fusion in G. For any cohomological Mackey functor
P, the restriction map Res^ maps surjectively to the stable elements in F(P), for
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any /7-Sylow subgroup P < G. If // controls /7-fusion in G, and F is conjugation
invariant, then all elements in F(77) are stable and

Resg: F(G) F(i7)

is an isomorphism. This follows by a Standard argument used to prove one direc-
tion of Mislin's theorem in group cohomology (see, for example, Symonds [33],
Theorem 3.5, or Benson [2], Proposition 3.8.4). We apply Proposition 5.4 and this
remark to the cohomological Mackey functor F Ext^^(M, TV), and the proof is

complete.

In the next section we will need a Variation of this result.

Definition 5.8. We say the TV is an afomZc right FFg-module of type <2 E F, if
TV 7g (TV(<2)) where 7g is the inclusion functor introduced in Section 2.

Theorem 5.9. G ka /mte growp, F Jfea /araZ/y o/ /?-
swfegrowps Zn G. Swppose 77 < G con/ro/s /?-/ksZon Zn G. F/zen,/or FFG-moJw/^
Af onJ TV,

Resg : Ext^e W W) "* Ext'J^„ (Resg M, Resg /V)

Zs on Z^omorp/zZ^m/or ^ 0, provZJ^JCg (ö) /WvZaZZy on T17(<2) an<7 TV(<2)

/or o/Z 2 E F.

Froo/ Without loss of generality, we can assume that TV is an atomic FFg-module of
type <2, with trivial CG(<2)-action on TV(G). This follows from the 5-lemma (using
the filtration of TV in [20], 16.8).

Furthermore, we may also assume that TV(<2) is F-torsion free. To see this,
observe that as an TVg(ö)/ö Cg( <2)-module, TV(<2) fits into a short exact sequence
0 —^ F —^ F —TV(2) -> 0, where F is a free TVG(ö)/ÖQ?(ö)-module. By
taking inflations of these modules, we can consider the sequence as a sequence of
TVg (ö)/ ö -modules and apply the functor 7g. This shows that TV fits into a sequence
0 -> TV" -> TV' -> TV -> 0, where both TV' and TV" are conjugation invariant and

atomic, with an F-torsion free module at g.
Now let A/ TV (8) TV//?TV. By Lemma 4.10 we have a finite length

coresolution

0 -» TVp -* DA/p -* DCTVp -* DC"iV, -* 0 (5.10)

for some m > 0. Since F is family of /7-groups, Lemma 5.3 shows that the Mackey
functors 7)C'A/are cohomological over F and conjugation invariant, for 0 < Z < m.
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We can apply the functors Ext^^(M, —) to the coresolution (5.10). By Propo-

sition 5.4, the Mackey functors Ext^^(M, Z)C* A/^) are also cohomological and

conjugation invariant. Therefore

Resg : Ext* ^ (M, A^) -> Ext* ^ (M, A^)

is an isomorphism by Theorem 5.1 and the 5-lemma (using the coresolution). Für-
thermore, since Af(<2) is R-torsion free, we have a short exact sequence

0 -* TV//-' -» TV// -* N/p -* 0,

for every Ä: > 1, and hence by "devissage" we conclude that

Resg : Ext* ^ (M, JV//) Ext* ^ (M, N/p*) (5.11)

is an isomorphism, for every /: > 1. To finish the proof it is enough to show that

Res^r: Ext^^ ® ^ ® ^
is an isomorphism. However, for P any projective resolution of Af over RTg, the

complex

HomRreCP, N/p*) X) 0 Z/p*

is a cochain complex of finitely-generated R-modules. By the universal coefficient
theorem in cohomology [30], p. 246, we have an exact sequence

0 -» Ext^ (M, TV) 0 Z/p* -* Ext^ (M, N/p*)

-> Torf (Ext^+J, (M, X), Z/p*) -> 0.

Since lim Z//?^ and the inverse limit functor is left exact, we obtain an exact

sequence

0 -* Ext^ (M, N) 0 Z^ ^ Um Ext^, (M, X/p*)

-> Um Torf (Ext^ (M, IV), Z/p*).

Now we compare this sequence via Res^ to the corresponding sequence for the

subgroup //, and use the devissage isomorphisms (5.11) on the middle term. This
shows immediately that Res^ is injective on the first term, for all « > 0. Since the
functor Torf is left exact, we get Res^ injective on the third term as well. But now
a diagram chase shows that Res^ is surjective on the first term.
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6. Chain complexes over orbit categories

In this section, we prove some theorems about chain complexes over orbit categories.
In particular, Proposition 6.8, Proposition 6.4, and Theorem 6.7 will be used in the

proof of Theorem A (see Section 9). Most of the results follow from Dold's theory
of algebraic Postnikov Systems [11].

As before, G denote a finite group and T denote a family of subgroups of G.
Throughout this section Tg Or^ G and T is a commutative ring. For chain com-
plexes C and D, the notation C ~ D always means C is chain homotopy equivalent
to D. For chain isomorphism the Standard notation is C D. When we say C is

a projective chain complex, we mean it is a chain complex of projective modules

(which also means that it is projective in the category of chain complexes). A chain

complex C is positZve if C/ 0 for Z < 0.

We say that a chain complex C over TTg has/mto AoraoZogZcoZ dZmension (or
hdim C is finite) if C is positive, and there exists an integer tz such that //; (C) 0

for Z > h. A chain complex C is/mto if C is positive, and there exists an integer
n such that C; 0 for Z > tz. We Start with a well known Observation about chain

complexes.

Lemma 6.1. Let Cfea pro/ec/Zve cAoZn compZex o/TTG-raodwZ^ wAZcA A<xs/mto
AoraoZogZcoZ dZmension. TA^n, C Zs Aoraoto/ry egwZvoZent to o/mto pro/ec/Zve cAoZn

compZex z/ornZ onZy z/^Aere Zs an Znteger /z sz/cA ^Aotf

Ext^j-^ (C, Af) 0 /or Z > n,

/or oZZ TTG-moJwZ^ M.

Proo/ See Cartan-Eilenberg [7], Chapter XVII, 1.4, for chain complexes over rings.
A similar argument as in Proposition 4.5 gives the result over the orbit category.

Proposition 6.2. Let Cfea pro/ec/Zve cAoZn compZex o/ZTG-raodwZ^ wAZcA Aos o

/mto AoraoZogZcoZ dZmension. Swppose ^Aotf Z(^) 0z C Zs cAoZn Aoraoto/ry egwZvo-

Z^nt to o/mto pro/ec/Zve cAoZn corapZev/or oZZ /? | |G|. TA^n, C Zs cAoZn Aoraoto/ry
^r/nZvoZ^nf to o/mto prq/ecft've corapZex

Proo/ Let Af be an TT^-module. Consider the hypercohomology spectral sequence
(see [3], 3.4.3):

£*' Ext^(//,(C),Af)
which converges to ExtJ^ (C, M). Since C has finite homological dimension, for
all Z > (Z(/g) + hdimC), the group Ext^(C,M) is a finite abelian group with
exponent dividing a power of |G|. Here Z(Tg) is the length of the orbit category, as

defined in §2D, and hdim C denotes the largest integer tz such that //«(C) 7^ 0.
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In particular, there is an integer A, independent from Af, such that

/>IIG|

for all Z > A. Here ^(j?) 0z ZIT. Now, since Zq,) 0z C is homotopy equivalent
to a finite projective complex for all /? | |G |, there is an « such that

Ext^(C,M) 0

for all Z > « and for all Af. The result follows from the previous lemma.

A chain complex version of Rim's theorem also holds.

Proposition 6.3. P Z(^) and C Ae a prq/ecrfve cAaZn PPg
yZmto AomoZ^gZcaZ dZmension. Asswrae ^Aotf .P Zs a/AraZZy 0/TAen, C Zs

Aoraoto/ry egwZvßZ^ to ß^Zmto prq/ectZve z/ßmZ onZy z/Res^ C Zs Aoraoto/ry
egwZvßZ^ to ß^Zmto prq/ec/zve compZ^x/or ßny /7-SyZow swAgrowp P <?/G.

Proo/ One direction is clear (and holds without assumption on the family .P). Con-

versely, suppose that Res^ C is homotopy equivalent to a projective complex with
hdim Z. Let « be an integer bigger than both Z and hdim C. Consider

• * * —>- Resp Cjj+i —>- Resp ^ Res^ C„_i —>- • • • —> Res^ Co —> 0.

We have

Ext^/-p (Resp im(9„), Af) Ext^"^ (Res^ C, Af) 0,

for every PP^-module Af. This gives that Res^ im(3„) is projective. By Theo-

rem 3.9, we obtain that im(3„) has finite projective resolution. Thus, C is chain

homotopy equivalent to a finite projective complex.

We also prove a chain complex version of Theorem 5.9. Recall the definition of
ctfn/wgtftZöft Znv<zn<znf PPg-modules given in (5.2).

Proposition 6.4. G Ae abrate growp, ßnzZ P Ae ß/AraZZy 0//^-swAgrow/xs- Zn G.

Sw/Tpose // < G confroZ»? p-/ksion Zn G amZ P Z(^). Ae <2 posifZve

prq/ec/zve cAzw'n compZex o/PGF/-m6>zZwZ^ swcA tAat AomoZogy growps //;(C^)
are cöp/wgzto'öft ZmwZ<:mf rZgAf P / // -raoz/wZes, /or <?v<?ry Z 0. PA<?n, zA<? /oZZowZrcg

AoZzZx:

(i) PA<?r£ emto <2 posZft've prö/ecft've cA<zZn corapZex 0/ P F<y -m0<inZ^s xwcA ^Aotf

Res^ Zs Aomotopy e#wZv<zZenf to C^.

(ii) //* Zs Aomotopy e#wZv<zZenf to <2 ^Zmto prq/ecft've compZ^v, ^Aen Zs ßZxo

Aomotopy e#wZv<zZenf to <2^Zmto compZex
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For the proof we will need the theory of algebraic Postnikov Systems due to Dold
[11], §7. According to this theory, given a positive projective chain complex C,
there is a sequence of positive projective chain complexes C(Z) indexed by positive
integers such that / : C -> C(Z) induces a homology isomorphism for dimensions
< Z. Moreover, there is a tower of maps

c(i)

such that C(Z) where C(ar/) denotes the algebraic mapping cone of ar/,
and P(//;) denotes a projective resolution of the homology module //;.

Recall that the algebraic mapping cone of a chain map /: C -> D is defined
as the chain complex C(/) D® SC with boundary map given by 3(x, y)
(3x + /(x), 9y). Note that £" is the shift Operator for chain complexes which is

defined by (£"C)/ C/_„ for every integer
The algebraic Postnikov System has similar properties to the Postnikov System

in homotopy theory. The maps ar/: C(Z — 1) -> £' + *P(7/j) are called ^-ZmxzrZanfa

and they are well defined up to chain homotopy equivalence. We can consider the
/:-invariants as classes in Ext^^, (C(Z — 1), //;), since there is an isomorphism

[C(z - 1), Z'"+'P(//,-)] ^ Ext<+y (C(i - 1), //,•)

between chain homotopy classes of chain maps and the Ext-groups ofchain complexes
(see Dold [11] for details). The /:-invariants of/ e Ext^j^, (C(Z — 1), //;) are defined

inductively and they uniquely specify C up to chain homotopy equivalence.
We also need a lifting result for RR//-modules.

Lemma 6.5. G k a ^Zmte growp, and a /araZ/y <?/ Zn G.

Swppose // < G /^-/ksZon Zn G. TTzen r^strZcfion map Af i-> Res^(M)
gZves ß feZ/YctZon Zsoraorp/zZ^ra cZ<2xs£s 0/ conjwga/foft Znv<zn<zn/" rZgfe
RRG-ra<9<iwZ£s ßnJ conjwgfltfZoft Znv<zn<zn/" rZgfe R/#-ra<9<iwZ£s.

Rroo/ A conjugation invariant right R Tg -module Af is a functor Or^ G -> R-Mod
which factorsthrough the quotientcategory Or^ G -> Sub^- G. HereSub^- G has ob-

jects ^ G J and morphisms Morsub^G= Moror^ g(G/RT, G/L)/Cg(R^),
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where an element c g Cg(F) acts on a G-map defined by /(FF) gF via the

composition eF i-> cgL (see p. 206 in [21]).
Consider the functor F: Oryr // -> Oryr G given on objects by ///F i-> G/F

(see Section 3), and on morphisms by induced maps. First note that every object
of Subyr G is isomorphic to an object of Subyr //, since every g-subgroup of G is

conjugate to a subgroup of //. In addition, F induces a bijection of morphism sets

Morsuby L) -> Morsuby g(V L)

since//controls/7-fusioninG. SupposethatF(/i) ^ F(/2),where/i(FF) AiL
and /2<FF) A2F, for some Ai, A2 G //. By assumption, there exists c G Cg(F)
such that CA2F AiL, or A]~*cA2 G L < //. But this implies c G C#(F) so

/1 ~ /2 and F is injective on morphisms. Given /: G/F -> G/L with F < //,
/(FF) gL and g~*Fg c L < //, we have g cA for some c g Cg(F) and
A G //, because//controls g-fusionin G. Hence / ^ F(/i), where /i(FF) AL
and F is surjective on morphisms.

Therefore the functor F: Oryr // -> Oryr G induces an equivalence of categories

F: Subyr // ^ Subyr G

by [24], IV.4, Theorem l,p. 91.

6.4. Part (ii) follows from Proposition 6.3, so it is enough to

prove the existence of C*L By Lemma 6.5, for each i 5= 0 there exists a conjugation
invariant right PFg-module //-^ such that Res^(//-^) //; (C^).

Consider the Postnikov tower for C^. Since C^(0) P(//o(C^)) there is a

complex C^(0) such that Res^ C^(0) ~ C^(0). In this case, the complex C^(0)
can be taken as a projective resolution of //^. Now, we will show that such a lifting
exists for C^(7) for all L For this we prove a slightly stronger Statement so that we
can carry out an induction. We claim that the following holds for all « 5= 0.

(i) (F) lifts to a chain complex (F)

(ii) The restriction map

Resg : Ext^, (C«(«), X) ^ Ext^ (C%), Resg /V)

is an isomorphism for all * 5= 0 and for every PFg-module F which is conju-
gation invariant.

We have already shown that C^(0) lifts to C^(0). For the second property, first
observe that C^(0) is chain homotopy equivalent to a chain complex with Single
module //(p and similarly, C^(0) ~ //^. So, we need to show that

Res« : Ext^(//«,//«)^ Ext^„(//,f, //g)
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is an isomorphism. This follows from Theorem 5.9, because of our assumption on

homology groups.
Now, assume that both (i) and (ii) hold for « Z — 1. Then, take

af eExt^(C«(,-l),//,«)
which corresponds to the class afT e Ext^}i (C^(Z — 1), #/*) under the isomor-

phism given in (ii). Let C^(Z) £~*C(ap). Then, we have a short exact sequence
of chain complexes

0 ^ C«(/) ^ C«(7 - 1) —^ S'+ip(7/«) ^ 0.

Since Res^ afp aT, we have Res^ C^(Z) ~ C^(Z). Now, we will show that (ii)
holds for C^(Z). By the 5-lemma, it is enough to show that

Res« : Ext* ^ (£'+'P<7/«), TV) -* Ext* ^ (S'+^P(^), TV)

is an isomorphism for all * 5= 0, and for every RT^-module ZV which is conjugation
invariant. But, this follows from Theorem 5.9.

Now, we prove one of the main results of this section which allows us to glue
/7-local chain complexes. We first give a definition.

Definition 6.6. Let C be a chain complex over RTg. We say that C has /zoraoZogy

gaps ö/Zeng^ /i, if 77/+fc(C) 0 for 0 < /: < «, whenever //; (C) 7^ 0.

Theorem 6.7. G Z?£ ayZmte growp o/orefer m. Ebr eacZz pnme /? | m, /££ Z?£

<2 /?osZtZve /?r<9/ectZve cZzaZn compZer 0/Z Tg -mobn/^s. fZz^f

(i) Zz<xs ZzomoZogy gaps ö/Zeng^Zz > /(TG),/br a/Z 77 | m,

(ii) ^Zzere <2 graded ZTG-raödwZe H swcZz ^Zz<2£ //; (C^) 0z H/ /br ßZZ

Z > 0, and/br ßZZ /? | m.

77z£ft, ^Zzere Zs <2 prq/ectZve cZzam compZ^v C ö/ZTG-raödwZ^ SWCZZ ^Zzotf Z(^) 0z C ~
/br eacZz prZrae /? | m, and //; (C) H; /br Z > 0.

Proo/ We will construct C inductively. The case Z 0 is trivial, because in this
case we can take C(0) P(Ho). Assume now that C(Z — 1) has been constructed

in such a way that Z(^) 0z C(Z — 1) ~ C-^ for all /? | m. If H; 0, then we can

take C(Z) C(Z — 1) and it will satisfy the condition that Z(^) 0z C(Z) ~ So,

assume H; is nonzero. If Z + 1 > (/(Tg) + hdimC(Z — 1)), then we have

Ex4%(C(T - 1),P(H,)) ® Ex4+^(Z(„) CO' -
/?|m

®E<rc(C^('-l),Hh
/>|m
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where Z(^) H^. Note that the above condition on (7 + 1) is satisfied

since the distance between nonzero homology groups of is bigger than / (Tg).
Choose G (C(/ — 1), P(H)) so that under the /7-localization map, is

mapped to the /-th Z:-invariant of the /7-local complex C^, for every /?

Let C(/) XTC(c^). For each prime /? | m, we have a diagram of the form
m.

0

c(0 P(H,)

C^>(i) -1)

-^0

where the vertical map ^ is given by the composition

^: C(i - 1) -* Z(p) 0z C(i - 1) ^ C^O' - !)•

The first map in the above composition is induced by the usual inclusion of integers
into /7-local integers. Fromthis diagram, itisclearthatthereisamap C(/) -> C^(Z)
which induces an isomorphism on homology when it is localized at /?. Thus, it gives
a chain homotopy equivalence Z(^) C(/) ~ C^(Z), for /? | m. This completes
the proof.

We conclude this section with a technique (used in the proof of Theorem A) for
modifying the homology of a given (finite, projective) chain complex C over the orbit
category. A projective resolution P -> Af has Z<?ng/7z ^ provided that T 0 for
/ >

Proposition 6.8. F Z?£ an FT-cßtegory. </9: Z?£ an PF-raoT/Ze
Zzörnomorp/zAm, w/zere //^(C). Swppose ^Zzötf Z?6tf/z fem^Z and cofera^Z g/</9

TTzen dzere A a PF-c/zam compZ^v C' snc/z (C') //* (C), /or Z 7^ and

^fc(C') H;.

Prao/ First suppose that </9 is surjective. Fet

0 —> p* ker 99 ^ 0

be a projective resolution for ker Since C is exact in the ränge [£ + 1T + we
have a chain map

-^0

C^+r+i

P/t+£ —

C/fc+£

P*+ P/t ker 99

A+i

Cfc+i — Z/t

-^0

-^0.
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This gives a chain map / : P —C, where -> C& is the composition of
with the inclusion C C^. Let C' C(/) denote the mapping cone of /. The
induced map

ker tf*(P) -> Hyt

on homology is given by the inclusion, and hence //fc(C') H^, with ///(CO
//,() for /' ^ A'.

Now suppose that </9 is an injective map, so that

0 -* Hfc coker <p -» 0 (6.9)

is exact. Let 6: P -> coker ^ be a projective resolution of coker ^ of length ^
indexed so that 6: /\ -> coker </9 -> 0. We form the pull-back

0 I>a IIa ^ ^ 0

0 > > > coker <p > 0

of the sequence (6.9) by 6, and note that ^ 0 /\. The chain complex

•••—> Q+i C/^ © /\ —> —>* • • • —>* CQ —> 0

has homology at i £,and^: -> is surjective. By the pull-back diagram,

ker ^ ker(e: P^ -> coker </9).

Since coker </9 has a projective resolution of length < it follows that ker ^ has a

projective resolution of length < P Hence the assumptions needed for the surjective
case hold for -> H^, and we are done by the argument above.

The general case is done by expressing the map </9: -> as the composition
of a surjection and an injection.

7. The flniteness obstruction

Let G be a finite group and P be a family of subgroups of G. The main result of this
section is Theorem 7.6: given a finite projective chain complex C of ZP^-modules,
for Tg Or^- G, we can obtain a finite free complex by taking join tensor of C with
itself sufficiently many times. This result is an adaptation to the orbit category of the
fundamental work of Swan [32]. We first introduce some definitions, based on the
material in Lück [20], §10-11.

Let P be an El-category. We denote by Po (2 P) the Grothendieck ring of isomor-

phism classes of projective ZP-modules and PoO^P free) denote the Grothendieck
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ring of isomorphism classes of free ZP-modules (under direct sum M®iV and

tensor product Af ZV). We have an exact sequence of abelian groups

0 -> Xo(Zr, free) -> Xo(zr) ^ ^o(zr) -> 0

defining the quotient group ^o(Zr).
Note that ATo(ZT, free) is a subring, but not an ideal in general. This is because

the tensor product of a free module with a projective module is not free in ZT. For
example, if P is a projective module which is not free, then P (8) Z P is not a free

ZPg-module although Z is free when G G

Given a finite projective chain complex of ZP-modules

C: 0 ^ ^ C«-i -> • • • -> Ci -> Co -> 0

we dehne

a(C) £(-l)''[C/] e Xo(zr)
/ =0

and

of(C) ?(ct(C)) e Xo(zr).
The class a(C) is called theyZmten£ss 6>Z?s/rwc/P>n since it is the only obstruction for
C to be chain homotopy equivalent to a hnite free chain complex.

From now on, we assume that all the chain complexes are positive and projective.
As always, we assume all modules are hnitely generated.

The following are Standard results which show that a(C) is an invariant, and that
it is an obstruction for hniteness.

Lemma 7.1. Tjf C and D are cZzaZn Zzaraato/ry egwZvaZen/, cr(C) cr(D).

Proo/ See [20], 11.2.

Lemma 7.2. C and D formte cZzaZn carapZ^res a/prq/ecrive Z P - raadnZ^s. PZzen,

a(C 0z D) ct(C)-ct(D).

Proa/ See [20], 11.18, and the sharper result in [20], 11.24.

Lemma 7.3. C fe ß yZrate cZzaZn campZ^v wZdz a (C) 0. PZzen C Zs cZzaZn

Zzaraafo/ry egnZvaZen^ a^ZnZte cZzaZn campZ^v a//re£ ZP-raadnZ^s.

Proo/ See Swan [32], Proposition 5.1.

Given two chain complexes of PP-modules C and D, consider the corresponding
augmented complexes

C: > C2 -* Cj -» Co -* -* 0
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and

Di • • • —^ Z)2 —^ Di —^ Do —^ P —^ 0.

Taking their tensor product, we obtain a complex of the form

C 0/? D •
• • • —^ Ci ® Di ® Co & Dq —^ CQ ® DQ —^ P —^ 0.

Definition 7.4. We define the joZn tensor, denoted C D, of two positive augmented
chain complexes C and D by the formula

cT*D S(C 0*D),
where S denote the Suspension of a chain complex defined by (SC)/ C/_i for
all/.

Lemma 7.5. C ond D Z?£^ZnZte cZ/oZn corapZeres o/projectZve ZD-raodnZes. DZ/en,

a(C * D) ct(C) + a(D) - a(C) • a(D).

Proo/ Note that (C * D)^ Q © Z>£ © ©,-+y=fc_i O <8>z ö/. for each A > 0.

Therefore,

a(C * D) £(-l)*[C*] + £(-!)*[/>*] - £ (-1)*[C/ 0 Dy]
/: /: / + y =/:—1

and the result follows.

We often express the above formula by writing

(1 - er(C * D)) (1 - er(C))(l - a(D)).

Whenever it is written in this way, one should understand it as a formal expression of
the formula given in Lemma 7.5. The main theorem of this section is the following:

Theorem 7.6. Dg Or^ G wZ/ere G Zs o^ZnZte gronp ond D Zs o/oraZZy o/snZ?-

gronps Zn G. GZven o/hnte cZ/oZn compZer C o/projYctZve Z Dg -modnZes, ernte
on Znteger n sncZz £Z/<te n-/oZd joZn tensor o/7Z/£ corapZer C Zs cZ/oZn egnZvoZen/^

te> o^ZnZte corapZer o//r££ ZDG-raodnZes.

We need to show that the finiteness obstruction a(*„C) vanishes for some n. In
the proof we will use a result by Oliver and Segev [26].

Proposition7.7. G Z?£ o/ZnZtegronp onJZet D onJ D' Z?£ ony Avo^ZnZteZy generoted
projec/fve ZG-raodnZes. DZ/en, D P' Zs steDZy/r££ os o ZG-raodnZe

Proo/ See [26], Proposition C.3.
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We also need the following Splitting theorem for Po(ZP).

Theorem 7.8. P Z?c an £7 category. P/zcn, map

tfoOS): Xo(ZF) -> 0 Xo(Z[x]),
xelso(r)

dc/mcd Z?y [P] -> [aSx(P)] an cac/z x G Iso(P), Zs an /xomorp/z/xm. P/zc samc ZzaZ<P

nPcn Po Zs rcp/accd Z?y Po-

Proo/ See Lück [10], Proposition 11.29.

As a eonsequenee of this theorem, if P is finite then Po(ZP) is finite: in this
case P has finitely many isomorphism classes of objects x G Ob(P), and Aut[x] is

a finite group (apply Swan [31]), Proposition 9.1. In particular, if P Oryr G, then
the group Po(P) is finite.

From now on we assume Pg Oryr G for some finite group G, relative to some

family P. The Splitting theorem above can also be used to give a filtration of Po (Pg •

Recall that every projective ZPG-module is of the form

P 0 P//S//P
//er

where P is a set of representatives of conjugacy classes of elements in P. So, another

way to express the above Splitting theorem is to write

Xo(zro) ^ © Xo(Z/G)tf
//er

where Po(ZPg)// {[P] I P//S//P P}- Note that this is only a Splitting
as abelian groups, but using this we can give a filtration for the ring structure of
Po(ZPg). Let

0 Zo c Zi c... c r
be a filtration of T such that if // e 7} and X e 7) and ^// < X for some g e G,
then Z ^ y. This gives a filtration

o Xo(z/g)o c Xo(zrG)i c... C ^(z/o)« Xo(zrG)

where

*o(Z/g)/ {[J>] | P

Lemma7.9. Lc£ Kfea Z[Ag(FO/^1~^0^£ and IT Z?c a Z[Ag(P)/P]-^gJwZc.
P/zcn,

P//T 0z P/:IT P//n^/:(R^S//n^/: P//P 0>z Res#^/: P/:R0-
//g/:e//\G//:
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Proo/ Applying the definition, we get

EffK 0z £"^VF (K 0 VF) 0z[Aut(G/ff)xAut(G/^)] Z Mapg(?, G/7/ x G/ÄT)

where Map^(X, 7) denotes the set G-sets from X to 7 (see [10], 11.30, for a similar
computation). Since

g/j/xG/ä:= ]J G/(#n«£),

the module £#7 (8)/? £^17 decomposes as

©

where are ZVG(7/ H ^£)/(// D ^£)-modules. Applying we find

0z ^VF) Res^n^srC^-ff ^ 0>z £jfVF)

Res//n"^. £// F 0z Res^n^s:

Lemma 7.10. £o(Z£g); A an ZdeaZ g/£o(ZGg)

TVög/ For £#£#£ and £^£^<2, we have

0Z ® £LFL
L

where L // D for some g g G. So, if // g 7), £ G 7), and £ g 7&, then
£ ^ Z, 7.

Now, Theorem 7.6 follows by induction from the following proposition.

Proposition 7.11. C Z?£ abrate cZzaZn corapZo; ö/pro/ectZve ZGG-^gJwZ^. y-f

g(aS//C) 0/or ßZZ ZZ G f \ 7/, Zs an « swcZz 7Zza7 ^(£#(3^(3)) 0/or
ßZZ // G 7 \ 7/—J.

TVög/ An element in cr(C) can be expressed as a sum w + u; where

w= ^ CT(£"^5ffC), £ GC^S^C),
^^•-i y 7/er^r,_i

and

u> ^ CT(£//5//C).
7/er^r,
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By Lemma 7.5, we have

1 - CT(*„C) (1 - er(C))" (l - („ + £ V/ + u>))" G *o(ZAO.

So,

1 — ct(*„C) (l-(l]wj+w))" mod Xo(Z/g)/-i-

By Lemma 7.9, it is easy to see that 0 (mod Xo(ZLg);-i), for 7 7^

Note that

i>y • vy stably free (mod Xo(ZLg);-i)

by Proposition 7.7. To complete the proof, observe that modulo Xo(Z/g);-i,

1 — a(^^C) ^1 — ^ vy +
7

i + E(,")<-o'(E^ + »)'
/:=1

« / \
1 + ^ f ^ j(—1)^ + stably free

fc=i ^ ^
y

>+»EEC:;)<-
1 r E /

l) r, i/i _|_ stably free.

fc=l 7

This shows that <r(^C) is stably free for some since Xo(ZLg) is a finite group.

8. Realization of free chain complexes

Let X be G-CW complex, and let L be a family of subgroups of G. Throughout this
section, 7? denotes a commutative ring and Lg denotes the orbit category Oryr G.

Definition 8.1. We say that a G-CW complex X has A<97r6>/7y m L, provided that

^ 0 implies ff e for all 7/ < G.

The main result of this section is Theorem 8.10, which shows that under certain
conditions a finite free chain complex over the orbit category can be realized by a

finite G-CW complex with isotropy in L. This is a generalization of Swan [32],
Theorem A, which is based on a construction of Milnor, see 3.1 in [32].
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Associated to a G-CW complex X with isotropy in X there is a chain complex
of ^EG-modules defined by

C(X-;fl): /?[*„ •] Ä[V] -* 0

where X denotes the set of Z-dimensional cells in X and i?[Xj *] is the coefficient
System with i?[Xj ^

] (//) We denote the homology of this complex by
/?), and in particular

//*(*'; *)(#) //*(*"; tf).

Given a chain complex C of i^EG-modules, there is a dZmmsZön/mzctZön

DimC: -» Z,

constant on conjugacy classes of subgroups, defined by

(DimC)(7/) dimC(tf),

for all // G where the dimension of a chain complex of Xmodules is defined in
the usual way as the largest integer d such Cj 7^ 0.

It will be convenient to write (//) < (X) whenever /X < X for some g e G.
Here (//) denotes the set of subgroups conjugate to // in G.

Definition 8.2. We call a function J : ,!F -> Z monotone if it satisfies the property
that tf?(7Q ^ whenever (//) < (X). We say that a monotone function J is

strZcrfy monoton*? if tf?(7Q < whenever (//) < (X) and (//) 7^ (X).

Note that J monotone implies that J is constant on conjugacy classes (such
functions are usually called cZo^^/nnc^'on^). We remark that the dimension
function of a projective chain complex is always monotone: if (£# P) (X) 7^ 0, then

(£#P)(L) 7^ 0 for every L < X
A chain complex C of 7? Eg -modules is conn^ctoJ if C is positive and //o (C) 7?.

Definition 8.3. Let n : -> Z be a monotone, non-negative function. A complex C

of /^Tg-modules is called an n-Moore compZev if it is connected, and for all ZZef,
the reduced homology 7/^ (C(//)) 0, for Z 7^ ft(77).

A special case of an «-Moore complex is a homology «-sphere.

Definition 8.4. We say that a complex C of i^/G-modules is an XZzömtfZögy «-
spZzen? if it is an «-Moore complex, and for all // e X we have 77* (C(//)) 7?,

for Z «(77). A homology «-sphere is called 6>n£«to<7 if the AG(7/)/7/-action is

trivial on the homology of C(//) for all 77 e X
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The chain complex associated to the unit sphere X S(F) of a real or complex
representation F of G is an example of a Z-homology w-sphere, where «(//)
dim X^. A G-CW complex X with this property is a Zzoraotopy representa/Fw in the

sense of tom Dieck (see [10], Chapter II, Definition 10.1), provided that its dimension
function is strictly monotone. We will not use this terminology further.

We now introduce a technique to remove free modules above the homological
dimension from a chain complex, without changing its chain homotopy type. For
this delicate process we first need some algebraic lemmas.

Definition 8.5. Let F be an El-category. A free FF-module F is called Zso/yp/c

of type x G Ob(F) if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the free module

For extensions involving isotypic modules we have a Splitting property.

Lemma 8.6.

a sFort exact ö/ FF Over an FFcategory F, swcF ^Zzotf Z?6tfZz F
and F' are o/TAe sarae /ype x G Ob(F). 7/*M(x) A F-tors/on
/ree, f? spZ/fa and Af A stoFZy/r££.

Proa/ It is enough to prove the result in case F F*F[x], where x G Ob F. The

general case follows from this by an easy induction. Consider the extension

g: 0 -» F*F[x]

By the adjointness property

Horner (F*F[x], ZV) ^ Hoiti«m(F[x], ZV(x))

for any FF-module X. We apply this to the given injection y : F*F[x] -> F'
(F*F[x])"\ Since

g(x): 0 -» F[x] X Fix]'" -* M(x) -* 0

has F-torsion free cokernel Af(x), this sequence splits over F[x]. By the naturality
of the adjointness property, we get a Splitting of y over FF.

Recall that hdim C(//) denotes the homological dimension of the chain complex

cm.
Proposition 8.7. C Z?£ cZza/n compZ^x 0/ FFG-moJwZ^x, and Z^
fZ G J Zzave dze praper/y dza£ hdim C(//) < d : dimC(//). Snppase dza£

dim C(F) (/ - 2) /or aZZ (//) < (X), (//) ^ (F). Ffcen C ~ D, nFere D is

a^Zn/te/ree carapZex w/dz dimD(//) d — 1, and dimD(X) dimC(X)/ar aZZ

w ^ (//).
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Proo/ Consider the subcomplex C' of C formed by free summands of C isomorphic
to Z[G/Ä^], with (G//Q^ 7^ 0 or equivalently (//) < (X). The boundary maps
of C' are the restrictions of the usual boundary maps to these submodules. Since
dim C(AQ (</ - 2) for all (//) < (AT) such that (//) 7 (AT), the free modules C/
and are isotypic of type G///. We have

C': 0 G' ^_i G' 0

where d dimC(//). Note that C(//) C'(//), so the map 3</: ->
is injective by the condition that hdimC(//) < dimC(//). Now we can apply
Lemma 8.6 to the extension

0 w * S/-i coker 3^ -> 0

and conclude that coker(3j) is a stably free i?GG-module. By adding elementary

chain complexes to C of the form Z [G/// * ] -> Z [G/// * ] in the adj acent dimensions

(J — 1) and (d — 2), we can assume that coker(3j) is free. Consider the diagram

C':

D'

-^0 -^0

G'^0

-^0

0.

The chain complex D' is a chain complex of free modules and it is chain homotopy
equivalent to C'. Now dehne D as the push-out in the following diagram:

C/C'

C/C'

Since, C' and D' are chain homotopy equivalent, then C and D are chain homotopy
equivalent. Also, note that dimD(//) dimD'(//) (J — 1), and dimD(X)
dim C(/Q for all (AT) 7 (7/).

This immediately gives the following.
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Corollary 8.8. C oyZmto/ree cZzoZn corapZo; o/i^/X^^^Zes. ^Zzotf

C Zs o ZzoraoZogy ft-spZ^re, wZ^Zz s/rZctZy mö^öton^. TTzen C Zx cZzoZn Zzoraoto/ry

egwZvoZ^ to o corapZo; D wZ^Zz Dim D to

Proo/ Since C is a homology w-sphere, ft(X) hdimC(X), for all ^ G f. We

apply the previous result to a subgroup //, which is maximal with respect to the

property that hdimC(//) < c/ := dimC(//). Then «(X) dim C(X) for all

^ G J larger than //. Since « is strictly monotone, dimC(X) ^ J — 2) for all

(//) < (X), (//) 7^ (X). This process can be repeated until DimD to

When the dimension function of C is not strictly monotone, we get a weaker
result. Following Section 2, we dehne Z (//, ÄT) as the maximum length of a chain of
conjugacy classes of subgroups

<7/) <7/o) £ (#0 ^ ^ (*//) (*)

where all //; G J, 0 ^ Z ^ Z.

Corollary 8.9. Lef C Z?£ oyZmto/ree cZzoZn corapZo; Z^/'/i: X ->
Z fea monotone/hnctZon sncZz ^Zzotf hdimC(//) ^ n(//)/or oZZ // G f. Assnme
^Zzotf Z(//, ÄT) ^ wZzenever n(//) fl(X). TZzen, C Zs cZzoZn Zzomoto/ry egnZvoZen^

to o compZev D wZzZcZz D; (//) 0/or oZZ Z > /t (//) +

Proo/ Let

(7/) (7/o) £ (#0 ^ ^ (tf/) (V>

be a maximal length chain of subgroups in X with n(//) h(X). Since n is

monotone, n(//;) n(//)for0 ^ Z ^ Z. By repeated application of Proposition 8.7,

working down from the maximal element ÄT, we can obtain dim C (///_/) n(//) + Z,

for 0 ^ Z ^ Z. Since Z Z(//, /Q ^ wehave dim C(//) ^ ft(X) + /: as required.

The main purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem:

Theorem 8.10 (Pamuk [27]). Le£ C Z?e o^ZnZto/ree cZzoZn compZev o/Z/X^^^Zes.
Snppose C Zs on n-Moore compZev sncZz ^Zzotf ^ 3/or oZZ // G f. Snppose
/nTtZzer ^Zzotf C/ (//) 0/or oZZ Z > + 1, ond oZZ // G f. TTzen ^Zzere Zs o/nZto
G-CW compZev X, sncZz ^Zzo£ C(X/ Z) Zs cZzoZn Zzomoto/ry egnZvoZen^ to C, ox cZzoZn

compZeves o/ZTG-^ÖJWZ^X.

Note that the resulting complex X will have isotropy in X We hrst prove a lemma
(compare Theorem 13.19 of [20]).
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Lemma 8.11. Le£ X Z?e o^ZnZte G-CW corapZex Snppose dzctf we ore gZven o/ree
ZFG-raodnZe F, ond o ZFG-raodnZe ZzoraoraorpZn'sra </9: F -> Z/,j(X*; Z),/or
n 5= 2. Avsnrae/nrdzer dzctf X^ Zs (n — 1)-connected/or every // e F sncZz dzctf

Z[G/// •"] Zs a snraraond o/F. FZzen, Z?y o/tezcZn'ng (n + l)-ceZZs te> X, we con ofetaZn

o G-CW corapZev 7 sncZz dzctf

//, (*'; Z) =* //, (7'; Z) for i ^ «, n + 1,

Ond

0 -> //„+i(7-;Z) -> //„+i(7';Z) -+ F ^ #„(*'; Z) -> //„(7";Z) -> 0

Z.s evoct

Proo/ Let Z be a wedge of n-spheres with a G action on themsuch that //„ (Z*; Z) ^
F as ZFo-modules. We want to construct a map /: Z -> X realizing </9. But
//„(X^; Z) ^ tt„(X^), for every ff g f such that Z[G/// ^] is a summand of
F, since X^ is assumed to be (n — 1)-connected. Therefore, we can represent
the images of an Z[Xg (//)///]-basis under </9 for the isotypic summand in F of
type G/// by maps //: S" -> X^. We extend these maps equivariantly to maps

//: S" x G/// -> X. By repeating this construction for each type G/// in F, we
obtain an equivariant map / : Z -> X realizing </9. Take 7 to be the mapping cone
of /. Then, it is easy to see that 7 satisfies the desired conditions.

We also need the following lemma:

Lemma 8.12. Le£ C Z?e o^ZnZte/ree cZzoZn corapZev ö/ZFG-raödwZ^x Snppose dzctf

C Zs connected, ond //; (C) 0, /or Z 1,2. FZzen, C Zs cZzoZn Zzoraotepy egnZvoZen^

te> <z compZev o/dze/orm

••• -> c„ -> C„_1 -> ••• -> C3 -> CaOO -> Ci(A-) -> Co(7) -> 0

wZzere C2(X) -> Ci(X) -> Co(X) -> 0 Zs dze ZnZzZczZ por£ o/dze cZzoZn corapZev

C(X/ Z),/or sorae G-CWcorapZev X wZz/z Zsoteo/?y Zn F, ond X^ sZrapZy-connected

/or aZZ fiel
Proo/ There is a G-CW complex F^-G satisfying the following properties:

(i) All isotropy subgroups of F^-G are in F.

(ii) For every// e F, the fixed point set (F^-G)^ iscontractible [22], Theorem 1.9.

The chain complex D := C((F5?rG)^; Z) of this space gives a free resolution of
Z as a ZFG-module. Since Z//(C) 0, for Z 1,2, the following sequences are
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both exact

o-

o-

C2 Ci —^ Co • Z

F Ö2
3? 3?

• Z

(8.13)

where A ker 3^ and F ker 3^.
By an opera/fon on a sequence A -> C2 -> Ci Co we mean

id
adding or removing trivial free summands F -> F in adjacent dimensions. It is clear
that elementary Operations do not change the chain homotopy type of the upper and

lower sequences in diagram (8.13).
Then, by Schanuel's Lemma [32], 1.1, there exist free modules F and F' such that

A © F F © F'. In fact, the argument in Schanuel's lemma can be extended to say
that the induced isomorphism y: 4®F ^ 50F' comes from a chain isomorphism
after a sequence of elementary Operations (compare [20], p. 279).

In other words, there exists a chain isomorphism

0

o-

© F C2 © F2 Ci © Fl Co © Fo Z

5 D?

/2

F'^2 F,

/l /o

Fo © Fq z

-^0

0

(8.14)
for some suitable choices of free modules, where the upper and lower sequences in
diagram (8.14) are obtained from those in diagram (8.13) by elementary Operations

(see Proposition 3.3.3 in [27]).
In the first Step, we stabilize (A -> C2) ^ (4 0 F ^ C2

identity on F, and similarly (ß £>2) (F © F' -> F2
have a chain map

F), by adding the

F'). We therefore

o- © F C2 Ci Co z 0

o- 5 © F' F2 © F' Fi Fr Z -*-0

which is a chain homotopy equivalence (by composition with the chain map in (8.14)).
After an elementary Operation on C, we can use the isomorphism y: 40F ^ F 0 F'
to splice the bottom sequence to C, and obtain a chain homotopy equivalence

C4 • C3 © F • C2 © F Ci Co Z 0

C4 C3 F, F' Fi F. • Z •0.
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The top sequence is chain homotopy equivalent to C, so to complete the proof we
need to show that the sequence D2 ® T ^ Di -> Do -> 0 can be realized as

the first three terms of a chain complex of a G-CW complex X, with isotropy in 5^,
such that X^ is simply connected for all // e since £>G is contractible, using
Lemma 8.11, we can attach free 2-cells to its two skeleton £yG®. The resulting
complex X will have the desired properties.

Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 8.10.

8.10. We can assume that the complex C is of the form given in
Lemma 8.12. We obtain a map </9: C3 -> C2CX®) which induces an isomorphism
Z2(C) -> Z2(X®) between 2-cycles of these chain complexes. This is the starting
point for an inductive argument based on applying Lemma 8.11 at each step.

Fix h $: 2, and assume by induction that there is an «-dimensional G-CW complex
X^, and a chain map

^ Cw+2 ^ > C„ Co ^ 0

• • • > 0 >- Z„ (*<">) > C„(Z(">) > > Co (*<">) —> 0

which induces an homology isomorphism for dimensions less than or equal to (n — 1),
and at dimension tz the induced map Z„(C) -> Z^(X^) is an isomorphism.

Note that dimC(//) ^ + 1 by assumption. If Z[G/// ^
] is a summand of

Cjj+i, then (« + 1) ^ dimC(//) ^ «(#) + 1 implies «(//) n, and hence the

//-fixed set of X^ is (« — l)-connected. We can now apply Lemma 8.11 to the map
</9: C„+i -> //„ (X^b Z) defined by the composition

<£: C„+i -» Z„(C) s Z„ (*<">) -» #„(*<">; Z).

Let us call the resulting complex X^+^. Note that there is a chain map C ->
C(X^+^) which induces an isomorphism on homology for dimensions ^ and

at dimension /i + l we have an isomorphism Z„+i(C) —Z„+i(X^+^). Since C
is finite dimensional, after finitely many steps, we will obtain a finite dimensional
G-CW complex X and a chain map /: C —C(X) which induces isomorphism on

homology for all dimensions. Since both C and C(X) are free ZTg-chain complexes,

/ is a chain homotopy equivalence as desired.

9. The proof of Theorem A

Let G £5, the Symmetrie group of order 120 permuting {1,2,3,4,5}, and let
£4 5 G denote the permutations fixing {5}. We work relative to the family 5^ of
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rank 1 subgroups of 2-power order. Let Z^ Oryr G. Our family consists of the

subgroups of G which are conjugate to one the subgroups in the set

{l,C^,C2*,C4}

where ((12)(34)), C/ ((12)), and C4 ((1234)). In addition we will
consider the Sylow subgroups C3 ((123)) and C5 ((12345)). It is convenient
to note that for // S4 < G, we have

A/tf (C4) Dg Xg(C4),

while X#(C/) Zi ((12), (34)), and A^/(Cs) S7i23}. On the other hand,

Xg(C/) <(12),S{345}) and^VG(C3) £<123} x ((45)).
Our strategy will be to construct finite projective complexes with isotropy in
over Z(^)Eg, for each prime /? dividing the order of | G |, which are ZGhomology

w-spheres with respect to the the same homology dimension function The glu-
ing theory of Section 6, Theorem 6.7, will be used to construct a finite projective
Z-homology w-sphere over ZTg from this data. Then the join construction from
Section 7 will allow us to find a finite free complex, to which the realization theorem
of Section 8 will apply.

We introduce the notation Z?o for the Z? Tg-module defined by Z?o(ZQ 0, for
^ / 1, and Äo(l) Z? with trivial G-action. In other words, Z?o Zi(Z?) as

defined in Section 2.

9A. The case 2. Let // £4 < G, Z? Z(2) and consider the Standard

//-action on the 2-sphere given by the rotational symmetries of the octahedron. Let
X denote the //-CW complex associated to the first barycentric subdivision of the
octahedron. Then X has isotropy in the family consisting of the cyclic subgroups of
// of Orders < 4.

Let Z# Oryr // denote the orbit category for // with respect to the family
fl //. Consider the chain complex C(X^; Z?) as a chain complex of Z?Z#-

modules, by restricting this functor to the füll subcategory Z# of the orbit category
Or(//). This gives an exact sequence of the form

0 -> tfo -> 2Ä[i//l • ] -> [7//1 • ]

-> Ä[///C4 • ] © [7//C/ • ] 0 [///C3 • ] -> Ho -> 0,

where all the modules in the extension (excluding the ends) except /?[///C3 *] are
free Z?L#-modules, and Ho ZZo(C(X^; /?)).

Since C3] is a projective Z?ZZ-module (it is induced up from Z?, which is

projective over Z?[C3]), we see that Z?[ZZ/C3^] ZiZ?[ZZ/C3] as Z?r#-modules.
Therefore C(X^; Z?) is a finite projective chain complex over Z?Z#.
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It is useful to represent an i?/#-module Mby a labelled tree diagram:

M(C4)

CMH

M M(C/) M(C/)

M(l)

with one Vertex for each isomorphism class of objects, and edges given by the par-
tial ordering of the subgroups in up to conjugacy. The labels are given by the

^[Afa (AT)/Ä']-modules M(AT), for A: e Jf.
For the homology module //o(X^; i?) over the orbit category /# we have the

diagram

Ä[/VC4]

Ho Ä[Z)8/C4] Ä[£/C/]

The (/: + l)-fold join of C(X^; i?) with itself (see Section 7) is a finite projective
complex of the form

C: 0 /?o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Co ^ ^ 0

over /?/# with (« + 1) 3(£ + 1). In case X S(F), where F is a real

orthogonal //-representation, then the join construction on spheres just produces the

unit sphere *S(F 0 • • • 0 F) in the direct sum of (£ + 1) copies of F. This sphere has

real dimension tz 3 (X + 1) — 1. The purpose of the join construction is to produce
a complex with dimension gaps between the non-zero homology groups, as required
by Theorem 6.7 for gluing the different primes together.

We have //o(C) i? and //„ If (£ + 1) is even, then i/fc(C(ß))
with trivial X#(ß)/ß-action, and //;(C(ß)) 0, for i 7^ £, for each non-trivial
ß G By Proposition 6.4, we obtain a chain complex C® of projective
modules, having homology isomorphic to /?, with trivial A^ß)/ß-action. By
construction, the homology dimension function « for C® is the same as for C.
Notice that« is monotone, but not strictly monotone.

9B. The case 3. Let i? Z(3) and X C/. The 3-period of G S5 is four
(see [7], Chapter XII, Example 11), so by Swan [32] there exists a periodic projective
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resolution P with

0 - Ä - Pi - P<> 0

over the group ring DG, for any « such that 4 | (« + 1). We will assume that
12 | (« + 1), and let Z be defined by the equation (/i + l) 3(7 + 1). Similarly,
since Ag(D)/D £3 also has 3-period 4, we have a chain complex D yielding a

periodic projective resolution

0 —> D —> D^ —> • • • —> Do —^ D —> 0

over DS3. In the rest of this section we let Rfc Ag (D) /D to simplify the notation.
We want a finite projective chain complex C over DDg which fits into an extension

of chain complexes
0 -> £iP -> C -> /a'I) -> 0

where the induced exact sequence on the 0-th homology

0 -> Äo -> //o(C) -> /** -> 0

is the non-trivial extension of tree diagrams (with vertices at {1, D})

id 0.

For a projective D[lT^]-module D, the module T^D has a finite projective resolution
of the form

0 ^ Di Resi D^D > D^D > /^D > 0

By definition of the functors D* and /* (see Section 2), the canonical map

-> /,M -> 0

is always surjective for any Dfx]-module M. We have D^DfRy D[G/D^] and

hence D^D is projective. Also Resi D^D is projective, because it is a summand of
D[G/D] which is projective as a Z(3)G-module. This shows that, once constructed,
C will be homotopy equivalent to a finite projective chain complex by Proposition 6.2.

Associated to every DG-chain map / : Resi D^D -> P, there is a chain complex
C which fits into the push-out diagram

0 ^ Di Resi D^D > D^D > /^D > 0

£1/

0 > £iP » C » /ifD > 0.
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We want to choose / so that C satisfies the condition on homology. Note that

i/o(Resi £*I>) Resi R^R R[G/Ng(R)].

Since the modules Resi R/vA (R/v A)(l) are projective for all i and P is exact,
there exists a chain map /: Resi RjvD -> P

(^£>i)(i)
/i

(£*A>)(1)

/o

R[G/Ng(R)] 0

Ri Ro R 0

lifting the augmentation map R[G/A/g(R)] -> R. To see that the resulting push-
out complex C has the desired properties, consider the homology at zero for the

diagram of chain complexes given above. Since Gv is an exact functor, //i (Z/vD)
T/vA (D) 0, and we get

0

0

Go(£i Resi £RD)

—- Go(£|P)

-^o(^D)

- Go(C) -

- 7/o(/*D)

- //o(/j^D)

0

-^0

where //o(£iP) Ei R. Note that

7/o(£"i Resi £"a:D) Ei Resj #o(Ejd>) Ei Resj E^R EiR[G/Ng(E)].

This gives a diagram of the form

Ed ker £ Ed ker £

0 ^EIR[G/NG(E)] ^E*R
^i(e)

0 > EjR > //o(C) ^ /*R -

where the middle vertical sequence of R Tg -modules is given by

ORR

•0

->o

0 —
kers R[G/Ng(R)]

This shows that //o(C) has the desired form.

id o.

R
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Now, to obtain the same homology dimension function as for the complex C®,
more homology must be added to the complex C. We need to extend and Ho via
the non-split extensions

0 -* Ho -» Ho -» N -* 0 and 0 -* -» -» TV -* 0

where

id

x /? o

o.

The module TV has a finite projective resolution of the form

0 -> £iÄ[G/Dg] -* # -> 0.

NotethatResi ^[G/A^gCQ)] i?[G/Dg]> and for 2 wehave

Resg £c4-^ ^<S)ä[Ö8/C4]^[(^/C4)^] R®Ä[Ö8/C4]^[V?(ö)/NC4(ß)] ^

where the equality in the middle comes from Lemma 3.6. Since R is projective as

an ^[Dg/C^-module, is projective. It is easyto seethat E^i^G/Dg] is also

projective. So, by Proposition 6.8, we can replace C with a finite projective chain

complex C® over RLg which has the desired homology.

9C. The case 5. For /? 5, the Situation is easier than the case /? 3. Let
R Z(5). The 5-period of S5 equals 8, so by Swan [32] there exists a periodic
projective resolution P over the group ring RG, giving an exact sequence

0 - Ä - Pi - P<> 0

for any positive integer « such that « + 1 3(£ + 1) for some integer with
8 | (£ + 1). We start with the i? Tg-complex C EiP obtained by the extension
functor from P. Since C has no homology at the non-trivial 2-subgroups in 5^, we
need to change the homology at Ho and at H^ to match the homology we have for
/? 2 and/? 3. Note that we need to extend H^ and Ho via the non-split extensions

0 -» Ho -* Ho -* M -* 0 and 0 -* -» -» M -* 0
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where

id

M /? R

0.

Let T C/. The module Af is the direct sum of L (which has the same form as

ZV) and //vT. We claim that each of these modules have finite projective resolutions

over TTg. For we have a resolution of the form

0 -> £iÄ[G/(tf X 5a)] -> -> /** -> 0.

Note that

Resi ä[G/Wg(*0] Ä[G/(* x 5a)]

where A3 denotes the subgroup of A5 generated by symmetries of {3,4, 5}. Since
T is projective as an T[ZVg(T)/T]-module, is projective. It is clear that

x A3)] is also projective. So, the above resolution is a projective resolution

of/^T. We can also write a finite projective resolution for L (similar to the resolution
given for ZV). So, by Proposition 6.8, we can replace C with a finite projective chain

complex which has the desired homology.

77z£ A. We will first construct a projective chain complex C over

Z/g with isotropy in T, by applying Theorem 6.7 to glue the /7-local complexes
for /? 2, 3, 5. Note that in the constructions of above, we may choose

any integer /: such that /: odd, « + 1 3(£ + 1), 12 | (« + 1) and 8 | (£ + 1).
To satisfy the first condition in Theorem 6.7, that the distance between non-zero
homology groups of the is larger than /(Tg) 2, we will also need ä; > 3 and

n — A; > 3.

Remark 9.1. The minimum value for /: satisfying the requirements used above is

/: 7, which gives « dimC 23.

The ZTg -module H needed to satisfy the second condition in Theorem 6.7 is

given by H;(T) Z, for / 0,/i(T) with T e T, and zero otherwise. By
Proposition 6.2, C is chain homotopy equivalent to a finite projective complex.
To obtain a finite free complex, we can apply Theorem 7.6, which (possibly after
some joins) produces a finite free Z Tg -chain complex C with the Z-homology of an

w-sphere, and ft(T) 5= 3 for all T e T.
Note that our homology dimension function « is not strictly monotone, since

ft(C^) «(C4), but by Corollary 8.9 we can modify our complex to satisfy the
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conditions for geometric realization in Theorem 8.10, since/(C^, C4) 1. Applying
Theorem 8.10, we conclude that G S5 acts on a finite G-CW complex X with
isotropy in 3L

Remark 9.2. For this particular example we needed to apply Theorem 7.6 with one

join tensor Operation, because ^o(ZTg) Z/2. This follows from Theorem 7.8,
Lemma 7.5 and well-known calculations showing that ä^o(Z[7Vg(Ö)/ö]) 0, for
1 7^ 2 ^ but Ä^(Z[G]) Z/2. Note that, by Dress induction, it is enough to
consider the projective class groups of p-hyperelementary subgroups of G (see §50
in [9], [28]). We therefore obtain a finite G-CW complex X ~ with isotropy
in F.
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